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. it, that is.
Baruch, UCLA President
Matthew Gold Stein was also




and Gold Stein, the press sec-
retaryrepeated1y-.uredThe .
TicJder.tbat the sale waa legal.
lIJ think we~ve to look into
this 'VerY seriously~- said
LaToyaDaYis,p1'88identoftbe
DaySesR<lllStudGcMlmment.
-when student money is in-
volved, itisourjobtobe sure it
is spent wisely," she said. She
would have given more ofher
opinion, but she said she was
late for a concert,beingheld at
the Trump Taj Mahal spon-
sored by the Stud Center
Deprogramming~which
was being cosponsored .. by
DSSG. The coneert featured
sueh well-known ·stars-as Kid





for eOllu ' l8Jlt. "s. app.r-
eDtly'in Mil"."1ree· re-
-.nil on cere.I ,and
tbeirimpeetoft.Bm.oa Hurts .
cWendanta. ,-'
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By Tsen TsatioD .
"You're kidding me," That
was the general reaction ofthe
student body when the truth
came out.
TM Tie1der has been.sold to
~1@2f:::-&'::-fWM""'#"~~:~?::;;:{::::~~~~fi:::@f-;=:-*"A thel-~-.-#w.""- _JE'~for
~~~.@";;;:~..:::m~ff~Wj$~ Iwc;.I'-..v1'KU •..,.~•. -
an undiselosed amount of
money, uninformed sources
said~rday.. .
trt am very glad this hap-
pened,- said Rafael A11media
Jr,III,Etc. -of'coune,itmeans
we'll bave to tone down our
stories a bit," As examples,
Allmedia stated that·he bas
altUdy recruited Stan -rhe
Man-Ayatollah, the JD()St sen-
sational writer ever. ~ery
fundamental principle of the
. journalistic ethics of the
Enquu-erare embodiedinAya-
tollah," Allmedia said. -It's
-- .good 14 have-bimaboarcl--
.CJam·notkeepingtbemoney:
saidOtbeiRafaelMartinizing.
-mat is an aheolute1yfalse
'.' rumor.- Whentold.tbat DO
sUch rumor was being eireu-
. lated,bia,tOneshifteddramati-
-" . cally.. -what mmar is that?"
. he said.
tIJ think The TU:ltler will do








UCLA in sight. They felt it
would be best to strike in the
middle of the day. They were
right.
When they stormed ope!1 the
office doors ofthe DSSG, sure
enough, no one was there.
Matthew Takes
Over DSSG
The Baruch UCLA Olympics- Featuring the New Sport:
Turnstile JUDlping
You'D Never BeLate For ClassA
underperformance of, cwrent
Vice President' Simpleton
Sayes, Matthew stated, "I
haven't seen a v.p. this inac-
tive since I had the job!-
-And that LaToya Davis has
gotto go,"he added. "I thought
Wilson Sham was bad because
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cases may affect their eligibil-
ity to reCeive health care ben-
efits, This is a point that I
raised with some assembly-
peopleinAlbany in March, and
they thought it provided them
with a different angle to fight
to keep tuition down."
Since the announcement ofa .
special budgetcommission last
month, the College has been
looking for ways to absorb the
impending cuts.
why the fire went80 well.-
Mikulskystatedtbattbefires
were not the only'incidences of
vandalism oeeurring on ca:in-
pus.. In the past few weeks,
someonehasbeen plugging up
the toHets 80 that they flood
the bathrooms.
Both Mikulsky. and
McLaughlin said they don't
think this is the work ofsome-
one protesting tuition in-
creases. "The faster we find
out who this person is," said
Mikulsky, "the safer we're all
going to be."
• develop a spirit and tradi-
tion of unity and harmony
among the CUNY campuses.
This aeetion was resolved in
a matter ofbours. Some stu-
dentSinvolved in this process
were more interested in the
'wording of a constitution,
which may never be passed,
rather than working on a way
to resolve issues which affect
us now such as tuition hikes.
The proposed constitutional
revision is due to the Jean
Lamarre scandal last semes-
ter, when his speE,ng records
were publ~cized. ' '-I~larre ist
Continued on e, 2 ~. ~ : J
"
pivotal in electing politicians
sympathetic to education.
Timothy Stark, president of
the Baruch chapter of the
American Marketing associa-
tion, said, "It makes me very
concerned, primarily because
students are already living on
the edge, and if they're forced
to come up with an additional
$500, there's a possibility that
they may have to drop their
full-time status,whichin some
in the 23 Street building on
March. 31. The fire, said
McLaughlin,wasstartedwhen
someone set fire to a plastic
chair. He said "the fire was
spewingoutblacksmokewhich
rises...and it ;ms contained in
the Stairwell.-
According to one Baruch offi-
cial, who spoke on the condi-
tion of anonymity, a potential
fire hazard was caused by the
presence of cleaning supplies'
in the stairwell. "Cleaning
supplies should not have been
.there:the official said. "That's
articles. Students from the
Graduate Center, John Jay,
BMCC, Lehmm, LaG~ma
and 'Baruch worked 'diligently
on the wording andrewormng
4 thOse 'tWo a:rticlefi
Article one of the Constitu-
tion deals with the mission of
the USS. It states -in Article
1.2
• the University Student
Senate shall- zealously de-
fend, protect and preserve the
interests ofthe student body of
CUNY,
• defend, protect and pre-
.jserve th.e rights and. reputa-
tion of the University,
;; .. 1 . ~ . . ~ •
the structure of the budget it-
self,B said Lavonda Davis,
president of the Day Session
Student Government. "How-
ever, we must realize that this
is an ongoing process. It's not
over," she added.
Davis, who strongly endorses
voterregistration campaigns,
said they must go furhter and
actually get registered voters
to go to the polls. The student
electoral voice is not only pow-
erful, she said, but it can be
This cluJir was set on fire at 23 Sf. Buildi,v 0"" March 31
betterofTwithOut them at this
time with an arsonist going
around,"
According to an inspector
from the New York City fiN
Department, having bulletin
boards in the stairways is ille-
gal because they can be a tire
hazard. However, Baruch's
. legal classification as a school
may prevent it from having to
comply with this regulation.
The process of removing the
bulletin boards was started on
April 2 after a fire was set on
the eighth floor in stairway B
Baruch College • City University of New York
By Farah Gehy
News Analysis
Students Meet to Discuss USS Constitution
worst possible outcomes. "I
think' it's terrible that some
young pe<>ple, with a greatdeal
of drive and commitment will
not be able to study here," he
said, adding that for some stu-
dents, the financial burden of
an extra .500, coupled with
the fact that, "financial aid.has
not been keeping up with tu-
ition increases," will make ac-
cess to Baruch College and
CUNY more difficult.
-r am very disappointed in
PreparatoryCommittee. Inall,
only 21 studentsshowed up.
The convention, called by
City ,UniverSity students Yomi, wssheldat the'Borough
were invited on March 29 to : ofManba~Comm~tyCoI­
attenda convention regarding lege from 10 a.m.. to·6 p.m,' -
the future of the Univemty The only issue touched upon
Student Senate, budget rots during the eight hour meeting
and tuition hikes. "On that was the drawing up of a USS
day you will be the boss, and constitution. Theysurprisingly
the"final decision will be yours; do nothave aconstitutioruthey
you will meet with student operate with "an antiquated
governmentmembers and club By-Lawwhichconcentratedall
presidents from all CUNY· the power in the hands of a
campuses," wrote Mi chael single individual,"wroteYom.
Yomi.. a USS representative Covered during this session
from the Graduate Center and were Articles one and twofrom
member of the.. lCo!\VP~t.if>p., ~ .a.suggested. Constitution ofl4
Fires Believed to be Work ofArsonist
Vol. 62, Number 5
By Rafael A. Martinez
(reprinted from Our Town)
The state'sbudgetcrunchhas
haltedBaruchCollege'sexpan-
sion plans, preventing the
school from buying two build-
ings adjacent to its 155 East
24th Street campus, Baruch
officials said.
The state's ladt of funds
leaves in limbo the college's
plans to add classrooms, lec-
ture halls and a gym for stu-
dents.
State officials said the state
had reached its limit on the
sale of construction bonds,
which are used to raise rev-
enue for the project.
Tenants in two single room
occupancy hotels on the site
have now gained temporary
relief from the threat of dis-
placement.
"The (state) Dormitory Au-
thority has attempted to con-
struct a relocation plan for my
clientsbut it looks like years of
delay and it looks like nothing
isgoingtohappen,"saidKaren
Stamm ofMFYLegalServices,
which represents tenants in
the GramercyHotel, one ofthe
affected SROs.
The expansion plan had
sparked' controversy in the
community over whether the
tenants would be displaced,
and where they would go ifthe
state raze the hotels:
"We don't have the funding
we need at this time to acquire
the si te," 'stated Marylin
Mikulsky, who directs campus
planning at Baruch,
According to Ted Holmes,
Continued on page 2
State Passes Budget: Tuition Hike Approved
By Rafael A. OlmiMla
The New York State budget
. passed in the early bours of
April 2, just 28 hours after its
annual deadline, signaling
anothertuitionincrease for the
City and State University sys-
tems and corresponding bud-
get cuts.
For CUNY, it means a cut of
$74.2 million, on top of $98.2
million in cuts since 1989.. .
Baruch's share is an 8 percent
budget reduction, .$4 million,
assuming CUNY approves a
full $500 tuition increase. If
tuition is not raised by that'
amount, every college will face
even deeper cuts.
Matthew Goldstein, presi-
dent ofBaruch College, saidhe
was not at all surprised by the
State's budget, which did not
restore any funding for the se-
nior colleges in CUNY. "I was
terribly disappoil1:ted- dis-
traught," he said, but added
that he and the administra-
tion ofthe Collegehavealready
based their planning on the
New Campus
By Rafael A. Martinez
A series of suspicious fires'
which have taken place
throughout the campus is be-
lieved by Baruchofficials to be'
the work of an arsonist: The
fires began with the burning of
twobulletinboardsat23 Street
three weeks ago and has cul-
minated in the burning of
chairs at 360 Park Ave. South
and the 23 Street building.




three weeks ago when twobul-
Ietin boards, one between the
third and fourth floors and
anotherbetweenthefourthand
fifth floors were set on the at
the 23 Street bm1ding in the
stairways, said Henry
McLaughlin, director of secu-
rity~
He said that the fire was
started when 1IOIDeODe lit up a
number offlyers that were on
theboards. Mclaughlin added
that no specific group or
individual's flyers were
trageted.
-We recommended that they
(CampusP1anning)remove the
bulletin boards, about three
weeks ago when (the fires) ini-
tially started," said
McLaughlin.
Mikulsky said that bulletin
,boards were first installed in





























Rafael A. Allmedla Jr,
III, M.D. Ph.D., D.D.S.,
NBC, CNN, ~N~ STP,
BBC,OPP
Editor-in-dirty-briefs





House:. said_ "fm sure that
our esteemed President Bush
will use it properly to promote
my people into high token po-
sitions throughout the union."
A powerful sign that
Shlamazzleuses tosenhis idea
is his replacing his hood and'
African beaded necklaces with
a suit and tie attire. Heeven
plans to bleach his skin so he -
can have Michael Jackson's
complexion. "I want the whole
world to know.that nomatter
how terrible America treats
Black people, she willalways
have The Uncle Tom Founda-







DSSG candidate Simpleton Saves with his main one.
dates before the- election, but Wayne: Yeah. He has three.
they were too busy getting The first one says"Jeffries and.
ready for the debate. Jackson in '96." The other one
Garth: But Wayne, how are says "Buchanan and Duke in
they preparing? '96." And the last one says
Wayne: Well, Simpleton Sayes "Clinton and Seka in '96."
is practicing saying "I've been Garth: Wow, Wayne. It looks
misquoted!" into the mirror, like he's really trying to bring
and Charles Weisenheimer is every BODY together.
polishing his buttons. Wayne: Most definitely,





Miss Shell Pain and Michael
Christian Sherbert have an-
nounced that they will be mar-
ried on Tishri 1 at the Lenny
Jeffriestein Chapel 0' Love at
Ci ty Collegein Jewish Harlem.
The blessed event will begin
promptly at noon, since they
both have to be home by sun-
set. They will spend their hon-
eymoon .touring the Middle
Eastmaking stopsatBaghdad,
Tel-Aviv, Alexandria, Soweto,
and New Yuck City.
The service will be performed
by the Rabbi Louis Abduhl
Muhammad Farrahfawcett.
Anyone wishing to attend this
ceremony can do so by obtain-
ing tickets, but we're not tell-





By Hamilton Winthorpe ill Dressed in his dapper attire Buchananfor this year's presi-
Baruch College's radical fromNBO, Shlamazzle ad- dential election, recognizing
writer Shlameel Shlamazzle dressed his audience. the Ku Klux Klan as an essen-
has recently revealed his vi- "As a devout Monnon;" he tial organization for America,
sion for the future ofAfrican- said, "I have often been asked and lobbyingfor life sentences
Americans. 'During an Inter-' why the Negro counts at all. It without trial for all Black of-
view with The Tickler, he said reminds me ofmy son, Thomas fenders in order to make the
thattheBlackmanandwoman Jefferson Shlamazzle, on 0\11' streets safe for Whites.
have a more promissingfuture last ski trip to Aspen. My son Shlamazzle is so enthuSiastic
inAmerica by forgetting about asked me what he can look about his vision that he has Shl~Shlamuzle,presldentof:tte'Young'RlPU1iIc:InClub
developing their community. forward to in the future. So I already formed his own orga-
TIley would be better off, the told him, 'Son, I have one word nization,The UncleTom Foun- go to school and simply dream
writer claims, by being what for you- golf.' That's right, dation. "Uncle Tom, although about a prosperous future In-
he calls "Oreo cookies" (Black ladies and gentlemen- golf." a fictional character, is myhero stead of doing something to
on the outside but White on His interest in golf is not and idol," he said. "Here is a make it happen. "Our motto is
the inside) and pursuing the unfounded. Shlamazzle is on slave who has no hope for im- 'Follow the dream of'betraying
American Dream. theboard directorsofthe Ivory proving his living condition in your team" said the writer.
Shlamazzleis campus presi- TowerC~untryClub,whichhas America, so he supports his Shlamazzleis also in the pro-
dent of the Young Republican the largest golfcourse in the master's society and would cess ofdevelopinga videogame
club and charter member of city. rather die than become a free called "The American Saga,"
the Lawrence Welk Fan Club. In an effort to promote the man." in whichyou score by shooting
"I am absolutely persuaded American Dream, Shlamazzle His organization's maingoals Blacks in their heads with a
beyond any inkling of doubt plans to conduct a series of 8IJi. 1. To persuade Mrican- laser that turns them into to-
that the Negro will not further speeches on campus entitled AzAricans to live for the kens who are ready to do any-
his aspirations by focusing on "Reaching for America: The Whites instead of themselves thing that Whites tell them.
himselt:"saidShlamazzle."So ArtofSellingOut," Among the 2. To teach Blacks that they do He plans on selling this car-
.what would be the benefit of issues of his speeches 'are the not have a history in order to tridge to No entiendo Video
»>: trying? We might as wen ex- needfor Blacks to supp6t!N$.- make them hate themselves Games. "All ofmy profits will
ploit ourselves, since we hon- servative Republican Pat and 3. To discourage them to .go to a charity for the White
~~!~¥ift~i:~:: e"B8i~~W~M(!/0~le8tj~<J/e,.e~tW $'lJhe<:J¥ekleF~'
-::'"most important thing that he
~=::t~::";~erthu': D,SSG, Candi,cld.~,~,a.tf,.:,SRi ..,.. r '. ebatesell his people to the oppressor -~~
than to fight for them. When By Wayne and Garth .. ;_ :.\..':~.' ...-.::." '
asked about what he sees in Garth: The candidates for ,__ ~~~­
the American Dream for his presidency ofthe Day Sessio~-
people, his reply was "It does Stud Government are prepar- .
not matter what I see. What ing for what promises to be a
matters is what White people most triumphant debate on
.see....Ask. them tbis.questiOIl~u...ThMDtday. ,__- ,__ ,_. . _ .'..._ ...... ~..,,_
aM -wfta.t&'\ieT they answer, wayne: Tbat:s. right, Garth.. '
that's what my people should Becausefirst youhave Simple-
seek." ton Sayes.whois running with
Shlamazzle recently received the party called United Stu-
a marksmanship award from dents Under Another Liar.
the National Rifle Association. Garth: Is that the USUAL
He showed up in his Saab, party?
which he drove all the way Wayne: Most definitely. And
from his home in Howard they are totally excellent.
Beach, wherehejogsregularly. Garth: Yeah, butcanthey beat
Another Bogus Coalition?
Wayne: You mean the ABC
Party, with Charles
Weisenheimer?
Garth: PaChing! You hit it
again Wayne. You are most
wise.
Wayne: Oh, I am not worthy.
But then, neither are
Weisenheimer and Sayes.
Garth: Sure they are--
Both: NOT!
Wayne: Okay. Well, we
wanted to talk to the candi-
t
--~ ~~.'







CUNY Big Apple Job Fair
Evening & Graduate Student Services,
Peer Advisors for Freshmen
~ .Wednes?ay evening April 15th, the Office ofEvening & Graduate
StudentServices will
belI~a~a~nga free consultation service in personal financial planning
/management. The
service will heofferedon an appointment-only basisevery other Wednesday evenin
gbetween
4:00 and 7:3~p.m, for the duration ofthe Spring semester. Starting
in fa111992 the service
offered every Wednes~yevening. The purpose of this service is t
o assist students with
managing their personal finances. Ideally, students should make us
e ofthis service before
they getinto serious financial difficulty. However, the service will be ofsp
ecial interest to
those students already experiencing serious problems managing th
eir personal finances.
Whether the p~bl~mis simp~e money management, cash flow problems,
debt problems, or
tro~e~ccomp~1Shingfinancial goals, this service can help you. Wh
at the service does not
provide IS free mvestment and brokerage service for those looking t
o maximize an already
advantageous situation.
.Mar~t H~ter Sbikar and Sharon Cunningham, both from Ame
rican Express IDS
FinanCl~~~ces,Inc., will be providing this service to Baruch stud
ents free ofcharge, As
a way of kicking off' the service, the Office of Evening & Graduate
Student Services has
s~heduled.aseminar featuring Ms. Hunter Shikar and Ms Cunningham o
n the inaugural
m~ht,A~nlI5th,at 7 p.m, in the Globus Lounge, Room 1704,360 Pa
rk Avenue South as an
onentation to the service and to the service and to personal financial plann
ing,
In ~he~ ~mes ofrecessio~and tuition hikes, students can't afford n
ot to ta;' advantage





Once again CUNY is offering you the opportunity to a Foreign Stud
ent Scholarship. The
purpose of the scholarship is to help eligible international students
offset their tuition. Ai3
in the past, awards will be based on scholarship and need. To be e
ligible to apply for the
scholarship, F -1 studentsmust: be enrolledin an undergraduate orgradu
ate degree program
at Baruch; be registered for a minimum of 12 credits or the equi
valent; maintain good
academic standing; complete an application which will be used to perfo
nn a needs assess-
ment. Application for the academic year 1992-1993 are available at t
he International Office
a.s.o.) located at 155 East 24th Street Room 536. In order for the University to process
awards in a timely manner, completed applications must be returned to I.
S.O. no later than
Friday, May 22, 1992. .
Baruch College's Department ofLaw and the Pre-Law Society are ple
ased to announce the
2nd Annual Pre-Law Fair. Admissions directors and placemen
t officers will conduct
presentations and discuss law school admissions requirements as we
ll as the many opportu-
nities available in the legal community. Representatives from most
of the Northeast's law
- school will be in attendance to answer all of your questions. The fair
will take place in the
5th floor Faculty Lounge, Room 527 at 155 East 24th St. from 12
:30-2:00 p.m, Students
considering law school or law related careers will find the fair to be ver
y informative. The







The CUNY Big Apple Job Fair, which is targeted toward City Universi~gra
duates from
the class of1992 and recent alumni.: It will be held on April 9 from 11 a.m. t
o 7 p.m, at the
Ramada Hotel (formerly the Penta lIotel) at Madison Square Garden, M
ezzanine level
(Seventh Ave. between 32 and 33 Streets.
Graduating students: register at the career services/placement office
. Bringyour registra-
tion form and current Baruch ID. to the fair. -.
Bring a considerable number of resumes to the job fair for distribution to prospective
employers" The event is sponsored by the CUNY Office ofStudent Af
fairs and the CUNY
.:,- :Career ~1JD8elingand Placement Association.
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By Rafael A. Olmeda Minority Education, and at
The board of trustees of the Yeshiva Univeristy, where he
. City University of New York was the chairman of Educa-
voted on March 23 to appoint- tional Psychology and Guid-
Edmund W. Gordon, a profes- ance.
sor from Yale University, to "Personally, I believe
replace Leonard Jeffries Jr. as [Jeffries' removal} was more
the chairperson of the Black political than anyt~~g,D said Fr~s
h~en,ifyouareplanningonmajoringinBusiness,youar
~invitedto~eetwithaPeer
Studies Dept. at.CitY College. Sherley Pierre, chauperson of Advisor in the SBPAUnderg
rad.uat.e Curricular Guidan.ce Office. Peer Ad.~aoTaare ~Yai.'D.e
d.
- -'"Je1ft"iB drVw ftrit-ftom aitiei Bat wftCaBe; ~J5~~1Ijt 8La~ m a!"'"i"g)tOl1 on ¥Out: bAaku::.,-qy
j~mentsahelping~u--Plan schedules for registration, and
lastyear8fteraSpeecnnegave Gove~men't-"'Ibetih'eitwas- -'providiDgyotiwith-iDeieJe.-tij)s--
CMl suniY.iDgatBanJcb~_PJeaseciii1:_{212f~~~~r~p:
in Albany on July 20, during a deliberate attempt by the by:
46 East 26th Street, Room 902, to schedule an appointment.
Do not wait until
whiehhealleged1yexaggerated CUNY system to deal with the regist
ration, beat the rush!
the historical role of Jews in situation in a way that would
the slave trade, stated that make Albany more favorable
Jews~d~eMafia"conspired to the collegesintermsoffund-
todenigrateblacksin themov- Ing,"
-r
ies, and called the U.S. assis- - Michael Wyschogrod, chair- Min
ority students who have completed their sophomore year at Baruc
h College with a
tant secretary of education a man ofthePhilosophyDept. at grade point average ofat least'3;Owill be eligible to participate in the CUNY/A
aronDiamond
"sophisticatedTexasJew.- His BarochandoneofJeffrietimost Foundation Fellowship Program. This Fellowship will provide finan
cial and academic
remarks were taken by most vocal critics on campus, also
- Jewish leaders to be anti- did not approve of the board of suppor
ttoprepareselectedundergraduatesforacareerincollegeteaehing. B
enefitsinclude:
Semitic. trostees'action. Atno time did tutori
ng, stipends andacademiecreditfor.partic:ipationin the requiredinstitute
s, full tuition
"I was very pleased to sup- he advocate Jeffries' removal waiver forth
ejunior andsenioracademicyears andassistance in c;ompletingthe applica
tion
port this action," said CUNY as chairperson, he said, al- process fo
r admission into grad11ate school, including GREE and GMAT prep
aration. For
Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds though last semester he did further in
formation and an application, interested undergraduates JWQoring
in Business
ofGordon's appointment. "Dr. -ask the :faculty of Baruch to and/orE
conomics, Humanities,Mathematics andInformation Science andNa
tural Sciences,
Gordon will bring outstanding adopt a resolution condemn- ~ shoul
d contact their campus coordinator: Dr. Jane Bond Associate Dean, School
of Liberal
academic credentials, commit- ing Jeffries' views. -rhe un-' Arts & S
ciences Baruch College 17 Lexington Avenue Box 302 Room 1621 Ne
w York, NY
ment to scholarship, and na- willingness of some bodies at 10010 (21
2) 387-1403. Office Hours: Monday 12- 5 p.m. & Wednesday 12-5 p
.m.
tionallyrecognizedaceomplish- CUNY to condemn Professor
ments in the fields of child de- Jeffries' views unequivocally,
velopmental psychology,Black made hisremoval aschairmore
Studies, compensatory educa- likely: he said.
tion, and multicultural educa- Wyschogrod explained that
tion to City College." in his opinion, by condemning
Gordon is the former chair- his views but not advocating
man ofthe DepartmentofAfri- his removal, he supported
can-American Studies at Yale Jeffries'righttoacademicfree-
University. He has a Master's dome "Ifthey condemned him,
degree in social psychology it would have been less neces-
from American University, sary to remove him," he said.
whichhe receivedin 1950, and "His academic freedom would
an Ed.D. from Teacher's CoI- have been protected,"
lege, Columbia University, Jeffries remains a professor
which he received seven years at City College with full ten- -
later. ure. News reports have indi- Pre-Law Fair
He has taught at Columbia, cated that Jeffries is eonsider-
where ,he was the director of ing Iegal action against the
the Institute for Urban and board of trustees.
New Campus
Convention
Continued from front page
chairman of the USS. The
board of trostees has told the
USStoeitherreformtheirways
or face the withdrawal of sti-
pends for next year. The con-
stitution will look tolessen "ap-
pointments offavoritism,"said
Yomi. "We should rely on vol-
unteers mostly and keep the
paid positions low," he contin-
ued.
The USS's mishandling of
funds were made public when
an auditing finn revealed over




didate, asked Yomi where the
funding for the auditing would
come from. Yomi answered,
"The administration will not
have it any other way. It has
$6,000 set aside {or auditing.
This price does not reflect
what'son the market, it'spretty
cheap." .
In past years, if the chair did
not chair or call the meeting,
the meeting was illegal; if the
chair decided to resign, he
would choose the new chair.
The constitution has created a
-new position, deputy chair, to
remedy this situation. The
deputy will be put in charge. if
the chair cannot perform his/
her duties. Several other posi-
tions have also been created;
they are: the Vice Chair for
Academic Affairs, the Vice
Chair for Special Affairs, and
the Vice Chair for Intercampus
Relations.
The committee will be meet-
ing at another time to resume
their discussions. After the
constitution is drafted, it will
be submitted to tbe schools. If
the schools ratify it then it Will
be sent to the board.
The Baruch students present
at the Convention were Sandra
Zachariah, VP of external af-
fairs for the Evening Student
Session Assembly, Terrence
Duncan, Executive Secretary
ESSA, George Faragio- and
Cedric Angus, members of
ESSA, and Weisenhart.
Continued from front page
general counsel of the State
DormitoryAuthority, the state
must sell more bonds, some-
thing the Legislature has not
yet authorized.
The delay will not affect new
construction underway at an-
other si te nearby.
The proposed construction on
24th Street would mean tear-
ing down two SROs, provided
the State DormitoryAuthority
develops a plan for relocating
the tenants.
Mikulsky said that the school
was just as concerned as the
rest of the community about
the tenants.
"We have had many conver-
sations with the appropriate
cityagencieslike HousingPres-
.ervation and Development,"
she said. "Theyhave notagreed
to assist us in the relocation of
tenants, normally that would
be their responsibility.
"Until Baruch acquires the
site, we can't officially act on
relocating the tenants...but we
have been putting pressure on
the Dormitory Authority to
corne up with a solution."
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stated an unidentified- mem-
ber. Their radio was a dual
cassette stereo with speakers.
It has also been replaced and
locked.
The intriguing thing about
these thefts was that no one,
except for the Child Care Cen-
ter, reported the thefts,
'The only report I'm familiar
with is the theft at the begin-
ning of the month [child care
center]," said assistant direc-
tor of Crime Prevention,
Donald Barto. "They have to
report it. It is surprising that
we've had so many."
Barto suggests that clubs
report crimes when they hap-
pen so that security can be
aware of what's goi ng on
around the school. "These are
crimes of opportunity. Maybe
they leave their doors open,"
he~d.Thenumberonething




another club member. "The
Hispanic Society was hit the
same day as we were,'" stated
Chan. «We're more careful
now,"
Hispanic Society President
Fernando Cadena said, "There
was a Caribbean party on Fri-
day night. I came in at 8:30
and it wasn't there." The ra-
dio, suggests Cadena, was sto-
len over the weekend because
the door was locked and the
-radio was wired toafence above
the door.
The Hispanic Societyhas also
gotten a new radio. "The radio
wasn't working. They took a
broken radio. Now it's ,,:fred,
has cables and is padlocked,"
said Cadena. Hefurther states,
"I want other clubs to be cau-
tious of their stuff."
The Italian Society's theft
occured during the winter re-
cess. "We went away for our
vacation and it was gone,"
He approached the perpetra-
tor who then fled the building
with the radioanda telephone.
The thief was described as a
black male in his early 2Os,
about 5'6"-5'7". He was wear-
ingagrayjacketandbluejeans.
Security, along with a few stu-
dents, followed the man onto
the street where he dropped
the radio and fled.
A week before the center's
theft members of the Asian
Club remember seeing a man
fitting the description brows-
ing through the third floor.
Toni Chan, member of the
Asian Club, said, "I was here
in the morning at nine. So
between nine and ten it was
gone," The stolen radio was a
dual cassette panasonic boom
box which has already been
replaced.
"He was dressed like a bum.
He camearound Friday before
and he asked ifit was the Hai-
tian CIub," said Mildred Chan,
I . ---
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.......olIi...~.~~. _~~~.:,~~: Life doesn't suddenly become calling from payphones easier and vo
u don't have to re-
~~ ~i~\ easy when you get out of college. place it when .you m
ove. .
~~-".t1tp...., J:~~"". There are the challenges of You'll al
so have the opportunity to save on AT&T
:::.~~::._--_._---'---"'-'" starting a career, getting settled in a new long distance-
calls with the AT&TReach OutwAmerica
apartment and doing it all within your budget. Calling Pla
n.
So to help you out, we put together the .- Even our Mo
oing Ahead newsletter can help. Be-
AT&T Moving Ahead Program. sides bein
g full of tips on things like managing your
When you sign up~ we'll send you a $5 money and jo
b hunting, it includes chances to save
AT&T Long Distance Certificate worth 35 :i:~~~~-'on the lat
est clothes, your favorite CDs and more.
minutes of AT&T long distance callingr " And every time Just call
1800 662-2610,
you move and choose AT&T or switch from another tong Ext. 3835 to join the AT
&T
distance company you'll get even more savings benefits. ,Hoving Ahea
d Program.
Since you'll probably be traveling more. you'll also And get a litt
le extra








CIS By Farah Gehy
"[ Four robberies have oceured
« in the space of less than two
months in the StudentCenter.
All of the stolen goods were
radios which ranged in size
from a small portable to a dual
cassette stereo.
The four organizations which
were hit were the child care
center, the Asian Cluband the
Hispanic and Italian Societ-
res,
The child care center's por-
table radio was stolen on Feb.
24, while its director, Anne
Austin, stepped away for a
minute. Lemieze "Lern"
Gilliam, a custodian on duty,
noticed a strangerhadentered
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paaty torn psA- Tsaiis.au:-
r! H,- the:st £IBZe1' of_ tIJ8'
AsianStudents'Union.~ think
the best part of USA is, we
have this working chemistry.
It will bring out the best in us
if we'like working with each
other,
All three were presentat the
ABC party's convention last
month,andtheyindicated that
they did not believe the neces-
sary leadership ability and
group cohesion were present..
Jolm Camacho, who is run·
ning with ABC, said itwas not
necesaarrly important for
people to like each other as
long as they could work with
each other. "Issues are not Independent candidate Angelo Gougoussis
going to be addressed because
people like you, but because ofColor Network. "I think our
you can do the job," he said. sense ofunity will bring some-
"We can do the job. We're not thing to OSSG," she said.
running for our Pesume." Pierre said her reputation
Adding to Camacho's words, amongstudentsisPOSitive,and
Weisenhart said, -A lot of she believes coverage of her
peoplejoin(DSSG)forpersonal which has appeared in The
agendas. There's not going to Ticker inaccurately repre-
be a high attrition rate from sented her relationship with
ABC candidates. Everyone council. tCJt turned into a per- PartI-es
that's on the slate is commit- sonal attack on me," she said.
--ted,--knows what's-going--en, . "It-didn't-even-stiek-to-the is-v-: -- -- -_ .. -.. - .u_
and is planning on getting sues. The channel of commu- By Rafael~ Olmeda
something done. If you're not nication was always open to Angelo Gougoussis, ajunior,
committed enough to stay for any council member. Whether added his name to the list of
the full term, then you really they chose to exercise that, that candidates for the presidency
shouldn't be running." was up to them." of the Day Session Student
Weisenhart was alluding to Pierre, who refused to criti- Government, challengingboth
the fact that a number of this cize the USA party also said, Simon Herelle of the United
year's council members, some "We wish all the other candi- Students for Action and
ofwhom ran on lastyear's USA dates the best of luck in this Charles Weisenhart of the Al-
Photos by Zelphia Phillips slate, did not complete their election." lied Baruch Community.
paign issue," and said he was term. The USA candidate for trea- Gougoussis, who once served
looking beyond that. "There is "ABC is a serious party," said surer,KarleneScotlan~isrun- as president of student gov-
no racial divisiveness coming Jennifer Robinson, whoisrun- .ning againstMonique Borik of emm.ent at Queensborough
from our side," he said. -yve ningagainstTsai for executive the ABC party. Community College, -recently
~~~?!~=.~:1~~¥i{S~;;~L~~t!/Et;;;~~::·:~-".'~:.'::.:;c;" :~:"c:~~:a=~iE'i-
.plained that individuals in the ..' .:M;~im;+~· ~i/: .; all,"he said. -TheYt"ecomfort-
USA party, whom he did not /':'.'~'::\::. ·:::·:;'f: :,~ able with their positions, and
name, approached him and ·····:··:·:.:::r< Wf{1 t hey don't think they can be
asked him to change parties. \:-, :." ....,§.:"'t challenged." Although he ac-
"They told me that USA had ~..:: ':.: knowledged that running as
the Caribbean vote and that anIndependent meant that if
they were going to win," he he wins, he will be working
said. with a council thatran against
Herelle did not comment on him, he said he would act
whether or not the allegation quickly to get all differences
was true in its specifics, since aside and get more feedback
he did not know who the state- m students.
ment was attributed to, but he. He also said he though he
said, "I guess that's a reflec- ould be more effective as
tion ofconfidence on our part." resident than as a member of
Herelle added, "Let me not ouneil. -A1J president, you
be shyaboutthi8-'-we'regoing ave more say in what's going
to win." n, People listen to you more,"
Smith's allegation, that the Members of the ABC Party he said.
USApartywas activelyrecruit- secretary. ~e're out there.
ing ABC candidates, came af- People see who we are."
ter several Asian candidates, Herelle's running mate is
Lisa Tsai, Hillary Y00, and ~ Daphne Leroy, who is associ-
Ashish Patel, left the ABC ated with the Baruch Women
ship with administrators and
\ I'd like to see that continue."
Gougoussis said one of the
DSSG Candidates.
Define Issues
ABC Candidate Charles Weisenhart
agreed that the state budget
should be the most important
issue in the campaign. "Bud-
get cuts are first and foremost
oli"e-veryone"'s mjn~ silla'
Weisenhart, 'who is .rurming
with Sherley Pierre, _current
chairperson of DSSG Council.
Oneideahe and the ABC party
put forward was to have a stu-
dent-initiated grant writing
program that would targetcor-
porations to contribute to the
school. "It's not a matter of
where to cut," said Hillel
Caplan, who is running with
ABC for a lower council seat.
"It's a matter of figuring out
where to get more money."
Herelle noted that Baruch
College and the DSSGis work-
ing under what he called "dif-
ferent parameters," and said
he was working closely with
the administration's budget
commission to lend a student
voice to determinehow the cuts
shouldbe distributed through-
out the College. "Ihave a pretty
good feel ofBaruch,"he said. "1
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he's a $1500Armani suit wear-
ing blue blood. Unlike
Buchanan, Brown's campaign
seems to be picking up steam,
so a deeper investigation ofhis
ideas are in order.
The centerpiece ofthe Brown
campaignishis 13 percent flat
tax proposal coupled with a 13
percent corporate taxlvalue
added tax. Contrary to popu-
lar belief: the flat tax is not
Brown'sidea; it'sactuallybeen
around, in different forms, for
years. Again contrary to popu-
lar belief: Brown's flat tax pr0-
posal wi11notspurtheeconomy,
nor will it help the poor or
middle class, Brown claims to
"Brown claims to
be a champion of
the poor and down-





Then, there's Jerry Brown, be a champlon ofthe poor and
alias "Governor Moonbeam.» downtrodden, but his tax
Like Buchanan, Brown claims scheme has been attacked by
to be the candidate of change, real, liberal, champions of the
when, like Buchanan, Brown poor. Senator Pat Moynihan
isanoldpolitica1liand.Brown's and Consumer Atrairs-Com- ' . .,
main messsge18 that the po- missioner Mark Green have
litical system is corrupt, The both denounced Brown's flat
Moonmeister's probably got a tax as regressive and unfair to
point there,but the ironic part the poor. Indeed, Brown's tax
is that he's probably more cor- planisworthyofaRepublican.
rupt thail. the systemis.Brown Last week, on the CNN news
served as the -chairman of the -ano'W~ CTossfiTe~ -Co-hotR. and
,~C8ljf'o-rnr-a-1:temlJd"'a~~-~.foEiller~,-John -
and raised'mor& money tlian Sununu, the conservatiV'e~S"
Bill Clinton, his Democratic conservative,gleefullytaunted
rival probablyever will. Brown a Clinton supporterand fellow
is all candidates to all people. governor, claiming that on
One day he's a pork rind eat- taxes Brown is to the political
ing,jeans wearing, blue collar, rightofClinton. Sununu iscor-
union diehard. The next day, recto A regressive flat tax is,
~~~~~~~~-~~ next to theabolition ofthe Six-
teenth Amendment, a conser-
vative Republiean's wildest
dream. Browni' to the right of
Clinton,not because Clinton is
such a liberal, but because
Jerry Brown is a lunatic. Not
only would Brown's proposal
!ihiftthe taxburden tothepoor,
but his tax scheme would re-
duce the government's total tax
revenue,ballooningan already
out ofcontrol budget deficit to
Goodyear Blimp proportions.
Moonbathing anyone?
So much for "anti-establish-
ment" candidates. As far as
the April 7th New York prima-
ries go, here's how it standson
the Republican side, you have
two choices, vote for Bush or
stay home-- Buchanan didn't
get on the ballot; and on the
Democratic side, you have
three choices, Bill Clinton,
JerryBrown(the"anybodybut
Clinton- candidate), and Paul
Tsongas, The -none of the
above- candidate). Now didn't
that clear everything up for
you?No?Ohwell whateveryou
decide make sure to get out
and vote.
oonbeam Just Don't Shine
The Revolutionary Generation
National Political Lookout
. ~Rebel to the Funky Rythm
ByShameekSupremeAJJah opposing force that obstructs funky rhythm of the streets.
There is a rhythm in the at- our effort to change our living The beat pumps in our body
mosphere that is moving the condition. like the blood that pumps
newgeneration throughoatthe From South-Central Los throughourveins, withaneven
nation. flow ofenergy thatfortifies our
Coming from the depths of soul. Itistheonlythingthatis
the ghetto, its pulsating beat "Many peopl able to make our numerous
generates a feeling ofstrength .r e gangs hold their fire and move
in the beartsof society's ne- say that 0 in unity. When we hear the
glectedyouths. Theenernyhas ur beat piercing our soul, we get
succeeded in suppressing our music is too the power to unleash our frus-
spiritby overburdening us with tration through dance.
pain and worries. For a long violent." The inspiration for our hard-
time, then, we sang the blues core rhythm comes from the
andcomplainedaboutourprob- struggles that weface each day,
lems. But now, at the end of Angeles to Harlem in New the suppressed anger that de-
the 20th century, we have a York, we can be seen blasting rivesfromthesestruggles,and
new tune to dance to, and it the stereo systems out of our the hope that we maintain for
compelsustorebelagainstany homes, jeeps andcars with the Continued on page 10
In Simon Herelle's Own Words
Yes, We Call You Sensationalists
To the Editor:
I found your editorial, "And They Call Us Sensationalists," in
the March 24edition quite amusing. Coupled with thearticle on
student elections, which was on page five of the same issue, I
would suggest that The Ticker did an excellent job of shooting
itself in the foot.
Your editorial asks that the candidates "focus their attention
on the serious issues." That's reasonable. You even goon to list
some of these issues, and, with temerity, you pose a question
challenging the candidates about these issues. What bogus,
hollow words. Are these not the same candidates that you
interviewed? Was it not relevant that they be questioned about
their stance on the serious issues then? Surely, your probing
questions would have been more useful during the interview.
The editorial was mere grandstanding. The fact, therefore, that
you choose to highlight the negative aspects about race and
divisiveness rather than get into the meat of substantiative
issues is very counter-productive. And you wonder about being
called sensationalists.
Let me clarify some aspects of the article on page five of the
same issue. You noted that some members of the United
Studentsfor Action (USA),partyare candidatesfor a competitive
group. This is their right ofchoice, and no one denies them the
opportunity 10 satisfy themselves. It should be noted, however,
that the USA party has the broadest most definitive plan of
action available which addresses the concerns of the social,
business and cultural groups, as well as responding to the
matters of tuition increases, improved studyingfacilities and so
Continued on page 9
To the Editor:
In response to your article covering the Day Session Student
Government election, please allow me to make a few corrections
on record. My response shall be brief and is tempered by The
Ticker's cooperative approach towards correcting the errors
printed.
Simply put, I was quoted out of context. The spine of your
article mis-characterized my responses to your questions.
Specifically, I never accused anyone of "race baiting" as the
subhead of your article indicated. This term has malicious
connotations and should be left where it belongs- in the Willie
Horton campaign ads of George Bush/Roger Ailes.
However, with regard to the "race issue", let me clarify what I
did say. I did object to the rumors that persist to the present day.
I will not descend to the level of these people by publicly naming
them. That is not the direction that a student election should
take. However, this in no way lessens the damage done in
portraying the USA Party as a "Caribbean party". Don't get me
wrong. The USA Party has in the past and continues to have a
very strong Caribbean voice. As a Caribbean person, I am proud
of this tradition and this tradition will survive my political
tenure surely.
This singular characterization of the USA Party is much too
limited, though. As in the past, USA continues to bea diverse
group of students committed toward improving student life at
Baruch. Latinos, African Americans, Asians, and Whites all
have a history of active participation in the USA Party. To
characterize the, USA Party in such singular terms as "Carib-
bean" ignores the energies of other hard working people and
must be seen as propaganda. And yes, it is racially divisive.
Regrettably so. Ironically, I was attackedinboth the news piece
and the editorial because I appealed to others to rise above such
nonsense. By Hillel Caplan
Secondly, I was again quoted out ofcontext as saying that the crris a strange year in poli-
other party "was running a campaign based on an affirmative tics. The president is ehal-
action policy". "Again let me clarify. When asked about the lengedby a political columnist
_ethnic composition ofthe USAParty, I responded by saying that andlosesa quarter toa thirdof
USA "will reflect ~{! diversity of ethnicities but more Impor- his party's primary voters. An
tantly the diversity ofenergies within the student body.-.I went ElmerFuddsound-alike,nick-
on to add that "neither I nor anyone else is supportingsome sort named "Saint Paul," shows
of affirmative ac~on,(quota system" i.e. sacrificing ability in there are still Democrats who
favor ofethnic diversity. At no time did I accuse the other party realize you need business to
of"running a campaign based on an affinnative action policy.- havejobs-althoughnotenough
Both persona}.,~p political damage have beensuffered be- -, ofthemforhim to win, a "moon-
c~y.se_tf~lz.eTicker~Bmisre.presentadons. Howevetrthisdam~ ~am-from Californiw whom
is fixable. I appreciate The Tider"s willingness to correct its --nooni1iJiaeritiii'idslsifEtiiilJy
errors and I believe. that a retraction of both this article and getting people to .c&11 his 800
editorial commentary will accomplish this. In the interview, I number and donate money to
challenged the other party to address real issues. I am confident his campaigninfive's and ten's,
that The Ticker will report these issues should that party prove and another southern gover-
itself capable ofaddressing any. nor is poised to become the
Simon Herelle next Democratic presidential
Vice President, DSSG candidate. A strange year in-
Presidential Candidate, USA Party deed.
This is the year of the anti-
establishment candidate, the
year of"throw the bums out."
Of course, most of the people
who want to replace the in-
cumbentbumsarebums them-
selves. Take this year's two
major-partyprotestcandidates
for the right, Pat Buchanan,
and from Mars, Jerry Brown.
Buchanan, a 1950's reaction-
ary, who talks of "America
First", and fondly recalls his
childhood growing up in segre-
gated Washington, D.C, has
managed to insult just about
every minority group in the
country, includingJews,blacks
and gays. Buchanan gained
support claiming to be the
anti-establishment, non-
beltway candidate, when he is
in fact the quintessential p0-
litical insider, having served
in three WhiteHouse adminis-
trations, and' having been a
syndicated political columnist
for over twenty years. How-
ever, as Buchanan's protest
campaignseemstociyingdown,
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by sitting back and accepting the attacks on our education
system we are destroying ourselves.
A time for change in the organization of CUNY leadership has
arrived. Thecurrent leaders have no choice but to change tactics
and instead of focusing on '60s style mass rallies it"is time to
switch to '90s political action committee tactics.
Michael Yomi has the right idea in strengthening the Univer-
sity Student Senate with a constitution that will allow for more
student government involvement. That change alone will bring
in more minds and hopefully prevent the stagnation which has
dogged the USS for years.
One flaw with his plan is that it can not be implemented right
now, when it is needed the most (and sadly it only highlights the
lack of organization and planning amongst student leaders).
We are at war, fighting for the right to a decent education at a
price we can afford. Those rights are being taken away from us
and we are letting them get away with it.
In order to win a war it takes determination, leadership,
organization, and self-sacrifice. It must come from the people,
not only the "leaders."
So ifyou want to sit in your freezing apartments because you
are to lazy to stand up for your rights be our guest. We'll be
fighting like hell for ours.
was in focusing the attack against it on Herelle, and noton those
(from both parties) more directly responsible for his reactions.
We have neither invented the issue of racial divisiveness nor
blown it out ofproportion. We didn't even ask questions about
it until it was brought to our attention. We did ask about
diversity, whichisdifferentinmanyrespects. Mostimportantly,
diversity is positive. Divisiveness is not. '
We brought tlte issue of racial divisiveness to the forefront in
order that it may be condemned. The execution mayhave been
flawed, but as Henne notes, that is fixable, and our intention
remains thesame-.- tooppose the-tacticsofnegativelyappealing
to people based on race and culture.
To the degree that this remains an unnecessary issue in this
campaign, we will continue to denounce it. At this point, we
commend the leadership ofboth parties for sitting with us and
discussing the serious issues-- child care, the College budget,
student representation, and others. In this transitional period
for our College, this year's choice of a DSSG president takes on
particular importance. These are the issues we should bear in








~We Didn't Stop The Fire
CD
.~
~ If they invented a cure for apathy, Baruch students wouldn't
care enough to pick it up.
And ifyou lived in an apartment buildingand the landlord told
you thathe isgoingtoraiseyourrent $500 and turn offyour heat
in the middle of the winter, would you take it?
Well the studentsofthe City University are taking it from the
state and have no one to blame but themselves and to some
extent the so-calledstudent leadership, which has been abysmal
at best. _
A convention was held on March 29 that was to address the
problems of the lack of a student voice on the CUNY board of
trustees and the now-approved budgetcuts/tuition hikes. Flyers
were sent to every CUNY school, especially the student govern-
ments ofeach school, but only 21 students attended the conven-
tion.
The students who attended attacked CUNY problems like
bloodthirsty pit bulls, but the problems are too great for 21
students to fight by themselves, especially when they don't see
any support from their fellow students.
The lack of interest by the apathetic student body must
gladden the hearts of the present administration who can now
roll over us like a Mack truck in high gear.
The battle againsttuition hikes is not for the few but the many.
Itis our dreamsandhopes for tomorrow thatare threatened and
Setting the Record Straight
It is the responsibility of this paper to cover events on campus
fairly andaccurately. Becauseofan unfortunate misinterpreta-
'" tion during our interview with Simon Herelle, the United Stu-
dents for Action candidate for president of the Day Session
Student Government, our presentation eX his campaign was
skewed. 'Ilris error was wholly unintentional, as we have
assured Herelle, but it brought to light certain issues which we
feel must be addressed.
First there is the idea that The Ticker has an agenda to defeat
Herelle. This is absolutely false, and we denounce its implies-
tieR-.. Here.Ue __.. -capable canGiGate,c-aa -are hia oppcments,
independent candidate Angelo Gougoussis and Charles
Weisenhart ofthe newly-formed Allied Baruch Community. By
PZ!senting the candidates to Baruch students and by working
with WBMB to present a live debate this week, we are attempt-
ing to provide everyone with as much information as possible on
all the candidates. We11let the students decide who's best.
Second, and more important, is the absurd theory that The
Ticker is blowing the race issue out of proportion. The racial
undertone of this campaign is an obvious fact to anyone with
anyone who has given it even a cursory observation. Our error
----~-














Wednesday, April 15, 1992
5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
MBA
Give Credit Where Credit is Due
Bodybuilders Do More Than Lift
To the Editor:
I would like to comment on an omission from an otherwise fine
article on Dollars and $ense winning the Columbia Scholastic
-Press Association's Golden Crown Award for the fourth straight
year.
The problem with the piece, written by Prudence B. Chase, is
that it doesn't mention the art staffspecifically. Although there
are references to "staff," the impression is that it was entirely
through the efforts of the writers and editors of Dollars and
$ense that the magazine won this award.
As this year's editor-in-chief arid last year's managing editor,
I would like to say unequivocally that wi~t the tireless
dedication ofour art staff, headed last year by Alfred Assin and
ably advised by Professor Terry Berkowitz of the art depart-
ment, there wouldn't have been a magazine. The efforts of our
graphic designers, artists and photographers added to the suc-
cess of the magazine, most notably the striking cover taken by
Simon La for our "Changing New York" issue.
In addition, the art department deserves as much credit as the
journalism department for its commitment to the magazine. It's
ajoint venture that seeks to redefine the parametersofbusiness
journalism.
The tradition of hard work under tight deadlines and enor-
mous pressure continues. Alongside our current staffofwriters
and editors stands the equally capable art staff. The sum ofour
combined visual and written content is greater than its parts.
I'm sure the oversight was unintentional. I just wanted to set
the record straight. -
Sincerely,
Ivan Cintron, Eclitor-in<hief, DoUa.,.. & IelUe
To the Editor:
Many austere measures have been implemented as a result of
-thecurrenteconomic stateofatrairs. Thishascertainly beenthe
case in the department ofof Recreation and Intramurals. Our
student-aid staffhas been cut to the bone.
However, thanks to the Bodybuilding Club volunteering to
'help, we bave nothad to shorten the hoursin the Fitness Center
during the Springsemester. Their enthusiasm and selflessness .
- -' ~ .
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has been greatly appreciated g.
by the studentbody. The Body- c:
building Club has instituted a »
popular aerobics session dur- ~.
ing club hours, implemented 5»
numerous weightlifting and cD
bodybuilding competitions, ~
and they continue to assist
neophyte weightlifters and
newcomers to the pleasures of
exercise. Special thanksshould
be given to Anthony Rizzotti,
Keith Givens, and Liz
Canvajal.
With the dearth offacilities
that exist at Baruch, and the
anticipatedshortages, i tis with
delight that I thank the Body-
building Club in their efforts
to make ourcollege atmosphere






Continued from page 7
on. The platform established by the party last year and again
this year clearly shows the diversity and well prepared agenda.
Lastly, let me address this question about the composition of
the USA party. Simon Herelle, the candidate for president and
present chairman oftheparty is correct when he accuses others
oftrying to paint the USAas an insular group. The fact is that
the USA party has formed a powerful coalition of African-
American, Hispanic and Chinese Students. In fact, there has
also been several Caucasians involved with the party. But, by
and large, for the last five years a very active part of that·
coalition has been students from the Caribbean and Asian
community. This is what politics is all about.
Although the opposition are courting the same players in ~his
political game _they are yet suggesting that the Caribbean
students get special preference over others. I hope this beliefis
not based on the fact that no students ofCaribbean origin were
interested In their party. In 1992, like all the years before, the
USA has forged a broad based coalition. The diversity of this
college demands that, and the USApartyhas been the dominant
force because they recognized that years ago. The new group
may now be learning the ABC's of political action, but they
should refrain from spreading garbage about divisiveness and
.> favoritism.
I agree with you, that race is an unnecessary issue in this
campaign. But I suggest that it is more imagined than factual.
There was noattractiveGennifer Flowersaround.to charge the
candidates with wild, sexual escapades, or even no unhappy
treasurer to accuse one ofthem ofmis-spending student funds,
so you guys decided to -atillate" us nonetheless with your own
bit ofscandal. IfI may borrow your words, focus your attention
on the issues that affect us all.
Delandro WilSon
Editor's note: as an individual uiho was not present at either of
TheTicker's interoieue withthe candidates, wedo notaccept Mr.
Wilson.'s-analysi8 o(w/wiquestions ioeTeaskedor not asked: We
believe the mistakes thtzt were made, which we acknowledge,
were more accurately reflected by Simon Herelle's letter. How-
ever, neither candidate ha« accused The Ticker ofinventing the
.race issue in this campa.ign, and Herelle, Charles Weisenkart,
and The Ticker have agreed to focus on the "more serious H issues
in future coverage and ccmpaigning.
- .
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graduates. The average start- reached $726.
ing salary for such positions is In addition, suppor't f~r
$31,OO~ a year. As Guyot ac- SUNX"s graduate programs IS
knowledges, Baruch's student 24 percent higher than for
population is over 70 Percent CUNY, .~hich receives ~?ly
minority. That means black, one-sixth the graduate tuition
Latino, Asian and otherethnic scholarships and fellowships
groups. Baruch only receives SUNY does. The numbers add
$4,580 per full-time. student. uptoalO-yearsneakattaekon
As a result, Baruch gets the CUNY by the State. .
smallest portion of the ..fi~sca~tr Ru..aa~cism is defined in
Webster'~ as "a doctrine orpIe.
Advocates of self-help for teaching; without scientific
minorities say owning a busi- support, that claims; to find
nessis the key to economic and racial differences in character,
political power. The nearly all- intelligence, etc., that asserts
white, male-dominated State the superiorityofone race over
Legislature has a vested inter- another or others, and that
est in keeping minority stu- seeks tomaintain the supposed
dents down. Theyhaveaccom- purity of a race or the races."
plished this by denying ad- There is no doubt that the Leg-
equate funding to colleges with islatureis using unequal fund-
high numbers ofminorities in ingasonemeanstofulfill their
general, and those teaching discriminatory objective.
specialized skills in particu- In fact, this lawsuit bears'
lar. After-all, such graduates remarkable similarities to sev-
might actually be able to com- era! cases in the South. Re-
pete with their non-minority cently, a Texas judge ordered
counterparts. Such a fhought increasedfundingforpredomi-
scares the Legislature's con- nantly Mexican-American col-
stitue-nts, some of whom don't leges in the southern portion of
want to give up their belief in' the state for the same reasone
their own superiority. cited in the CUNY suit. There
What's interesting to note in is also a case before the Su-
Guyot's faulty argument are preme Court involving
the statistics he chooses to ig- Mississippi's higher educa-
nore. Aside from the ethnic tiona! school system,
composition of CUNY's stu- The plain fact ~s that well-
dents, there is a funding gap. meaning but misinformed
Since the State took over full people like Guyothelp fuel the
responsibilityfrom the City for engine ofoppression NewYork
CUNY in 1982, the gap has State's haves are driving over
widened. In 1982, SUNYspent New Yark City's have-ncts-c-
$478 more per full-time Stu- the real majority group.
dent thanit did for CUNY seu- Ivan Cirttr6n is curnmtly &li-
dents.As.ofl991, thedisparity -tor in. ChiefofDollon & $ense
is that the four-Baruch, John
Jay, New York City Technical
andYork-all teach disciplines
thatarehighlyspecialized,and
can bring graduates of these
colleges higher salaries than
their counterparts receiving
traditional liberal arts diplo-
mas from schools like Lehman
College.
Baruch is a prime example.
Over95 percentofBaruch stu-
dents are business majors.
N~ly~~thiMsmNewY~k
City's certified public accoun-
tants are Baruch accountancy
In Guyot's view, this means
there isn't a racist attack on
CUNYfrom the State. But the
figures Guyot uses to buttress
his argument, provided by
CUNY's Office ofInstittrtional
Research, canalsotearit down.
A.:cording to the data, four of
the 10 CUNY senior colleges
that receive $5,500 or less per















IF YOU ARE CURRENTLY EN-
ROLLED STODENT (GRAD/
UNDERGRAD) WE HAVE $2500· IN
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY WAITI.NG
FOR YOU ( WHICH NEVER HAS-~
TO BE PAID BACK) REGARDLESS
OF YOUR GPA OR ESTIMATED
FAMILY INCOME.





~ By Ivan Cintron
t- In late February, a group of. .
~ 250 City University of New
0) Yorkfacultyandstudentssued,..
cD New York State, chargingthat
=i: the State University of New
~Yorkreceivesmorefundingdue
to racial discrimination.
There is truth to these
charges. Over 65 percent of
CUNY's students are minori-
ties, compared to SUNY's 12
percent. Because of the grow-
ing number or non-white eth-
nicgroupsin the City, theycan
be called the real majority
group. Any Baruch student




knows these impediments can
be traced to a racist, provincial
attitude on the partofthe State
Legislature. Unfortunately,
James F. Guyot, a professor of
political science and public ad-
ministration here at Baruch,
remains unconvinced.
Guyot went so far in his ada-
mant refusal to .acknowledge
reality as to write an op-ed-
article, printed in the March
19 edition of New York
Newsday, claiming that rac-
ism was not the cause of un-
equal levels offunding. To sup-
port his lack of vision, Guyot
argues that there are different
levelsoffundingwithin CUNY.
For example, he contends that
regardlessofwhetherthereare
high or low levels of minority
enrollment, there are some
schools that receive a lot of




and professor with a Ph.d. in
history, she is also one of the
founding members of "The
Baruch Women of Color
Network.- The network came
into existence three years ago
and is composed of faculty,
students, and staff with it's
main focus being on Asian,
black, and Latino women. "It
was established to break down
some of the isolation that we




to create things that are of
interest to womenofcolor. And
also gives theman opportunity
to discuss, compare and




The ambitious, down to earth
.Afiican-~erican professor
has taught at Baruch for 18
years and has accomplished
plenty during heryears at the
college and before. Surely she
is 8 mentor for many students
and may be viewed as one who
has achieved the impossible.
But the truthis,"Baruchnever
really took advantage ofwhat
lhave to offer," said Goodson.
The Ticker





more books. "My particular
interestisinMrican-American
women's h'story and oral
history as well as journalism."
Goodson went on to say that
she has also finished writing
another book titled Profiles of
Slave Women, that deals with
slave narratives collected
around the 1930's_ Currently,
sheisworkingon anoral period
of the Abyssinian Baptist
Church between the years of
1940 and 1970, the Pulitzer
nominee is not certain ifit will
be processed Intoa book, butis
collectively doing research on
. it.
Not only has the Pulitzer
candidate written two books,
she has also written a number
ofarticles. Onein particularis
title d, "Contribusione of
African Slave Women to
American Medicine». The
article looks at medical





incorporating their practice of
using botany (plant life) for
medicinal purpoees.
This jack ofall trades is not
only an oral histcrian, author,
Tuskegee University) in
Alabama. Before his death in
1988 he was awarded the
Presidential MedalofFreedom
(the highest award that the
government can present to a
civilian)from formerPresident
Ronald Reagan and was also a
recipientoftheSpingarnMeda1
of the NAACP (National
Association for' the
Advancement of Colored
People), which is their highest
award. The awards were
administered because the
UNCFwas thefirst cooperative
fund raising organization for
higher education :in America
and for the work be did with
the Phelps Stokes Fund,.when
he was a director.
_ Goodson-recalls .that_ whe
she began the project, she-did--
not know anything about
Patterson. But once she began
doingresearch and interviews,
over a long period of time, she
realized what an honor it was
to be asked to do the project.
"I hope I did a good job
because the life I wrote about
was a significant one," stated
Goodson who intends to write
other Spanish television
stations. It is frequently
watched, she said,because this
channel has better stories.
They know what is going on in
the Hispanic community and
convey their message to the
people in a fashion that they
can relate .to.
Santana wa§ pleased to be at
Baruch because to her it's a
pleasure to talk to "guys like
myself: she said.- ~
Hispanic Unity is an event in




Society and Latin American
Student Organization come
togetherasonec1ub. According
to Kevin Orespi, president of
p .R.I.D.E~ theevent.bringsthe
clubs closer together~ to create
unity with the members and
also the officers. -It creates a
bettertlowofeommunieetion,"
he said.
"IIello, I am a _ollkey"
Santana attained a degree in
brOadcasting from Montclare
University in New Jersey,
where according to Santana it
Continued on page 14
historian. It is because of the
book that I have done work in
the field of black higher
education. And I was asked to
work with Dr. Patterson,"
Goodson statedonher feelings
about being a nominee for a
Pulitzer Prize.
In 1980 Goodson conducted
an oral history project called,
"The United Negro College
Fund Project." The purpose of
the project was to talk to some
people who had been founding
membersofthe UNCF(United
Negro College Fund). And
during that same year, as a
part of the project, she met
Frederick D. Patterson (the
founder of the UNCF) who, a
few yearslater, cafledGoodson
about expanding~-tbe=work_
they had done. "Patterson is a
very important figure on the
national scene, but his name
isn't well known," said
Goodson.
Frederick D. Patterson; born
1901 and orphaned soon after
his birth died in 1988. Before
age 35 he became a
di.§tinguishedcollege president
of Tuskegee Institute (now
nil IWOnwn IIIrI 5antInI
By Kathryn Garcia coverage of the shooting at
Marl Santana, substitute ThomasJetTersonHigh School.
anchorwomanonTelemundo's It showed interviews with
channel 47 six o'clock El HispanicstudentsatJefferson
Noticiero - The NeWS-7 was as. and their opinions and .
theguestspeake~ofthe yearly feelings ofthe incident.
Hispanic Unity event held on Santanapointedoutthatwith
March 12by the four Hispanic -three million' strong-
clubs ofBaruch. Hispanics in New York City,
The event started with the eh. ~7 is the most popular
presentation of one of the station for news among
segments of EI Noticiero's Hiepantes in comparison to
11
By Sharice Conway
"Maybe I'll win and maybe I
won't, but 1 haven't won yet,~
said a jovial Martia Graham
Goodson.
Goodson, a professor within
the academic skills depart-
ment who teaches remedial
reading and History 1005 this
semester has been nominated
for a Pulitzer Prize which will
be announcednextmonth. The
work for which she is being
nominated isin the category of
an autobiography. The book is
titled Chronicles ofFaith, it's
the autobiographyofFrederick
D. Patterson and was
published in 1991 by the
University ofAlabama Press.




them to -the Pulitzer
Committee," explained
Goodson. "The Pulitzer only
applies to certain categories:
autobiographies, biographies,
fiction, plays, and poetry." she
added.
"I was honored to be asked to
write the book. 1 am an oral
Mari Santana Addresses Hispanic Unity
insurance companies.
2. He signed into law the
Robinson Act which made it
possible for negotiation be-
tween health care providers
and consumers which would
lower the costs ofhealth care.
3. He improved labor laws
andstandards,promotedwork-
place safety and health.
4. He enacted numerouscon-
sumer protection measures
5. He created over two mil-
lion jobs in California which
was 25 percent of all the jobs
created in the entire country
during the years 1974-1982.
By the way7 how many ofyou
mowhow~erryBrown-got his
nickname "Governor Moon-
beam?" When he wasgovernor
of California there was a con-
ference in Europe and instead
of spending the taxpayers
money onhotel bills, airplanes
and polluting the environment
with airplane fuel, he said in-
stead that he would attend the
via tele-conference, hence the
name "Governor Moonbeam".
Now in a school that is mainly
concernedwith teachingpeople
to get along in the business
world what is wrong with ad-
vancing new ideas?
The last thing 1would like to
sayis to let thecandidatespeak
for himselfand why he is run-
ning, "I am offering my candi-
dacy so that you can partici-
pate in a way that will make a
difference, and take back what
is rightfully yours,"
I'm not going to tell you how
to vote but that I think that its
a good idea to consider Bi6wn
because he represents tWabil.
ity to change which is some-
thingthatwe needinthiscoun-
try. Whatever you believe
please go out and vote!!! As it
has been said to me several
times: THOSEWHODONOT





make its way from






that more scholarships should
be available, not loans.
I would like to tum to high-
light some things that Brown
did while governor of Califor-
rna:
1. He eliminated long stand-
ing tax breaks for the oil an~L~
r-
The Dissenting Opinion
The Truth About Jerry
not be eliminated. What will
happen is that it will be taken
from the revenue coUectedfrom
the flat tax and put intoafund.
Brown argues thatifyou have
one flat tax rate you will limit
the influence that bigbusiness
and lobby interests have over
law makers. An instance of
thishas occurredwithGeneral
Electric in the past, not only
did GE not pay ~y taxes but
instead got money back from
the government.
I'll now turn to other posi-
tions ofJerry Brown's which I
find interesting. He has pro-
posed a Family Bill of Rights
which would include the fol-
lowing rights that he believes
thatall Americanshave:aright
to earn a living wage, a right to
decent shelter, a right tohealth
care, a right to be free from
hunger, a right to be secure in
their old age, a right and re-
sponsibility to get an educa-
tion.
Jerry Brown believes that
there should be a computer on
the school desk ofeveryAmeri-
can student and he believes
that technology should make
its way from the Pentagon to
thec1assrooms. Brownbelieves
By Christiana Somerville
Jerry Brown is running for
presidentandis finally getting
some press and attention.
There is even a report going
around that he's going to beat
Clinton in the New York pri-
mary on April 7.
A criticism ofBrown is ~hat
he has in the past raised mil-
lionsofdollars in special inter-
est money. Of course he has,
and he talks about that. He
knows the system and he has
rejected it." according to
Charley Resse, Orlando Senti-
nel, March 1, 1992.
An issue that has come to the
forefront of Brown's campaign
is the l:rpercEmt flat tax rate.
It would" allow for only three.
deductions - mortgage, rent
(even ifyou live in a purchased
apartment)andcharitable con-
tributions. Brownhas saidthat
he is willing to look at and
work out any problems that
might come up.
Contrary topopular beliefthe
Social Security trustFund will
"Brown argues that
ifyou have one flat






this!" They have tried our pa-
tience for many years andare
aware that one day we will
come to a turning point and
break looseom-hands and feet
to the beat9fthe funky drums. '
Sothey tell usthat ourmusic is
noisy and it's a nuisance to
society. Whattheyreallymean
is that OUT music is awakening
and it poses a threat to their
society. -
In this rebellion, we cannot
afford to move in a-disorga-
nized manner. We must follow
the rhythm andbe in harmony
witheachotherinorder to fully
enjoy the melody. As our un-
derdevelopedresidential areas
play the music, we sing the
song of liberation and do the
war dance to motivate our
people to stand up for their
rights. It will pay offin the end
when all of our concentrated
energyhas been unleashed and
the elements that impede our
collective movements are con-
quered.
After executing our perfor-
mance, we will have our long-
awaited and hard-earned
awards. And we will not be
satisfied with a useless statu-
ette that represents our
achievements. We want free-
dom, justice, and equality for
ourawards, and the enemy can
rest assured that we will not
cease to make hits until we
receive them.
rain thatwe settle in the world.
Any rhythm in the atmosphere
can therefore be met by the
appropriate movements ofour
dance and the properresponse
with our voice. We rap and
singaboutoure~riencesand
move in accordance with the
rhythm ofour surroundings,
Now is the time to jump on
the scene and show our global
audience what we are really
made of. We have waited too
long for this moment and are
through with the days ofother
people telling us how to run
our own show. We must move
like we never did before an d
release the power of our mind
through tactical motions that
are in harmony with the
rhythm of the time. This re-
quires all of our courage,
strength, and determination.
And we will not be singing the
blues either. We will be per-
forming the most revolution-
ary routine in history. The
only thing that can stop us is
our distrust in ourselves.
As the times are getting
harder, the rhythm is getting
funkier and the movements
more aggressive. We mayhave





~ Continued from page 7
~ a better world. Many people
": say that our music is too vio-
(0 lent. These people fail to real-
~ ize that the areas that we live
in are saturated with crime,
murder, and many other vio-
lent acts. Therefore, we would
be lying to ourselves ifwe did
not reflect this in our music:
for music is an artistic reflec-
tion of a people and its envi-
ronment.
While the beat is the founda-
tion of the music, the mixing
and scratching rearrange it
into a form that is more suit-
able for us to enjoy. These
tactics contain an important
concept that is relevant to our
struggle- whenever we are
dissatisfied with the ruling
systemthatwe live in, wemust
remix its fabric to create a new
establishment and scratch off
any element that is against
our development. Then we can
all move to a rhythm that is in
harmony with OUT progress.
People often wonder where
we get our ability to sing and
dance so well. Let us show
them that it is our very nature
to be in tune with our environ-
ment. That is how we are able








Howard, a professor in the
Sociology Department,
comparedtheOctoberSmprise
theory to the· Kennedy
assassinatio~explaining Utat
unless what she calls the pall
of disinformation that is .in
pl~overtbeAmericansociety
is lifted, thenno truth~ ever
be brought to light. -People
like Mr. Sick,~ she said, ··are
trying tolift thatby the type of
investigative researc:h that he
is doing, to put together, ashe
said, a mosaic where some
understanding can be arrived
at, and possibly a reasonable
doubt regarding the
disinformation will lead to
some truth. That's how I see
it.-





In his investigations, Sick . denied any such involvement,
said he found that duringJuly although five sources identify
and Aug. of 1980, the Bush as participating in the
Republicans, led by William Parismeetingon 0et.19,1980,
Casey- Reagan's campaign Sick said that while Bush
manager, later his CIA claimedtobe inWashingtonat
director- met in Madrid with the time, not a single witness
HolatolislamK.a.rrubi,asenior has verified this, including
Ira.nian official. There it was Secret Service agents.
proposed that Iran delay the . According to Sick, ·Since he
release of the hostages until was the vice presidential
Reagan became president. In candidate in the final weeks of
return, . the .Republieans a .national eampaign, it is
promisedarms, and thefreeing puezhng. that it has .proved·so .
ofIran'sfrozenfinancial assets. ,difficult· to locate him..'
These assets, Sick said, were Sick, now apolitical analyst
'released immediately after andadjunctprofessorofMi ddle
Ronald Reagan's Jan. 1981 East Scudies at Columbia
inauguration as President of University, further said that
the United States. some -who knew about .the
Pointing out the ambiguity meetings were Ari Ben
of both William Casey and· Menashi, a former Israeli Newsweek's and 'The New
George Bush's whereabouts intelligence official, Arif Republic's criticism's of his
from Oct. 19 thruOct. 23, Sick Durrani, a Pakistani arms thesis, Siek told his listeners
went on to say that the records dealer, and Ahmad MadsDi, a in the third floor
of Casey's attendance at a former Iranian defense AdministrativeCenterLounge
London conference do not minister. Cyrus and his now- on 22 St. th8.t the writers of
preclude his having flown to deceased brother Jamshid these articles were intent on
Madrid. He said further that Hashemi were Sick's principal putting forth their own views
there was a series ofmeetings sources on the Madrid of what Sick himself had to
in Paris, with the decisive meetings. say, instead oftruly critiquing
meeting on Sunday, ,Oct. 19, When asked about the the contents of October
during which the specifics of reliability of his sources, Sick Surprise- to which neither
the hostages-for-arms deal told the audience, ~ didn't writer, claimed Slek, could
were negotiated. Just days expect to find boy scouts. But possibly have had. exposure,
afterthat.onOct.23,according it'sone thing to sayyoucannot Sicksaidthese articles,instead
to Sick, a shipment of F-14 trustasource,andanotherthat _of examining the faets as
tires was sent from Israel to you cannot believe anything presented, decided to dote on
Iran. they say. Whatyou dois1isten what their scripters perceived
In his investigation on the . to these sources with.· as the unreliability of Sick's·
whereaboutsoCBush,Sicksaid appropriateskepticism,layout sources.
that at least three sources what they tell you. When you Christopher Hallowell, a
placed Bush- then Reagan's look at it, try and corroborate professor in the English
running mate- at one the points.- Department, said Sick was
meeting- Bush, he said, has Speaking briefly about ·very believable.-· Juanita
4 •
Gary Sick Discusses Reagan,
Casey, and the October Surprise
By ·Cheryl McKenzie
Did the Reagan-Bush 1980
presidential campaign make a
secret deal with the Iranian
govemmerittostall therelease
of American hostages until
after the U.S. .election?
According to Gary Sick, a
formermemberoftheNational
Security Council, they did.
OrLM.atch 19 Sick_brought
his theory, which has been
published in the book The
October Surprise, to Baruch
College.
Sick'scollectionofallegations
consists ofthree parts, "things
that I know now that I didn't
know then (when he was in
office)," he said. ~
They are-





of meetings that took place
between the Republicans and
the Iranians, and
• the delivery of military
equipments from the U.S. to
Iran immediately after
Reagan's inauguratiOll.
According to Sick, the
Reagan-Bush campaigners
were afraid Jimmy Carter
might win the 1980election by
securing the surprise release
of the American hostages in
Iran. -r've found Persuasive
evidence that the Republicans
pulled their own surprise by
concluding a secret deal with
Iran: he told an audience of
Baruch students and faculty,
Evening & Graduate Student Services
46 East 26th Street / Room 527,
Walk for Healthier Babies









The Best Way To Prepare Eor The LSAT
• LSAT Gold Package
In addition to the 40-hour LSAT course.
Ronkin's LSAT Gold Package. includes
our two-day LSAT Inten-
sive-Study Clinics offered
immediately prior to LSAT
examination dates. These
clinicsconcentrate00 Logi-
.cal Reasoning and Logi
Games. The Gold Packa
also includes cur Law
School Success Program
which covers law school
exam preparation. legal




This plan provides everything you'Il need
to get into law school and to be a success.
Enroll and you'll receive our LSAT Pre-
paration Course. LSAT Intensive-Study
Clinics. Law School Success Program.
plus ourLaw School Selection and Appli-
calion Assistance Programs.
So ifyou're looking for the best in LSAT
and law school preparation programs. call
The Ronkin Educational Group.
If you're one of the nation's 95.000 ap-
plicants detennined to get into an accred-
ited law school. you know the competition
is tough. Since there are
only 44,000 openings. a
high score on the LSAT is
crucial.
That's why Ronkin cre-
ated the LSAT Premium
Program which offers a




Using the most recently up- .
dated curriculum, our 40-
hourcourse stresses critical
thinking. argument analy-
sis and logical reasoning. Besides class-
room time. our comprehensive LSAT
course provides live tutorials. three diag-
nostic exams. three practice exams. a com-
puter-based tutorial program. homework
materials that include released LSATs. and
a toll-free Dial-A-Teacherline. Two-day
clinics. which are included in Ronkin's
LSAT Gold and Platinum Packages. are
































Spanish Expulsion of the
Sephardic Jews, and their
resettlement in Turkey.
Date: Thursday, April 9,
1992
.Time: 12:45 P.M..
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SPENDA YEAR AT Tel AVIV UNIVERSllY
or call
The DivisIon of Humanities at City College
650-8166
For detailed InformaUon and application packet wrUe to:
Professor Paul Ritterband
c/o DIvisIon of Humanities
The clty.Coltege
138th Street at Convent Avenue
NAC8/293·
New York, NY 10031
where your classroom Is a country
City University Senior College and Graduate SchooJ
Stuef.ents are ellgibfe for scholarships of $5,000 for an academic
year_These scholarships .re made possible by the generous gift
of Mr. Irving Schneider. a member of The City College cia..of
1939.
Further support Is available for qualified candidates up to
., an additional $5,500. To be .nglbla. student must be entering
sOphmor. year by Fall 1991.
ASIAN- WE'EK
THE TIME IS HERE AGAIN AS WE CELEBRATE
ASIAN WEEK IN APRIL COME CELEBRATE WITH
US OUR RICH AND DIVERSE CULTURES
APRIL 27 -- MAY 1
Sponsored By:
Asian Students Asso.
Chinese Culture Club pay Session Student Gov't
Filipino American Club Korean Students Asso.
Indian International Club Vietnamese Students Asso.
Hong Kong Students Asso. Taiwanese Students Asso.
, Club -India Martial Arts Club
-Phototgraphy Clyb _ Ch..inese Students Club
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The Glass Ceiling." This was in honor
of Women's HistQry Month. Also, in
April we will co-host a student
conference.aIi the theme -Your FUture
Ctmti1auel on~ "17
of'90, I happened to have seen Helena
Maria, the former president, putting
up flyers at the 23rd street building. I
Introduced myselftoher and the rest is
history.
An Interview with Kevin Correia, president of the Baruch
Chapter of the Society for Human Resource Management
R.O.: In what ways does the club serve
R.O.: What first brought you to the Baruch c()mmunity?
S.H.R.M.? K.C.: S.H.R-M. serves Baruch in the
K.C.: Ever sincemy first semester, in form of it's programming. One of our
thefallof'89,Ihavealwaysbeenaware goals is to enhance the personal and
of S.H.R.M. However, back then, . professional development of.all
S.H.R.M. wasaneveningc1ubandbeing students. This we' do in the nature of
a first-semester freshman, I did not 'our programming. For example, on
know ofthe ways and means offinding March 12th we had a presentation
more. Then one cia during theSP!i.~~ !ntit1ed-Women inCotpolateAmerica:
... ·:.. Y!,:.:f,]%,;~%I~w ,.
.41~'''''f-
Conducted by RafoeJ, A. Olmeda.
B.O.: Howlonghaveyoubeeninvolved
with Society of Human Resource
Management?
Kevin Correia> I have been involved
with S.H~R.M.for about 2 112 years.
39 years ago, a Baruch College class
offering was reported in the New Yori
Herald-Tribune. "Dr. George Edmund
Haynes, consultant on Africa to the
World .Alliance Young Mens Christian
Association's, general authority in the
field ofraee relations in the country,
and the'first Negro to receive a Ph.D.
from Columbia University•.will teach
'Race Relations in the-United States'
this term at the City College School of
Education. This is the fourth
consecutive term that City College is
offering the course, initiated in the fall
of 1951. Teachers and other non-
matriculatedstudentscan nowregister
for the course, whichbegins Fridayat4 ~
p.m. at the School ofBusiness, 23rd St.
and Lexington Ave.". .
Compiled by Sandra Rolf: courtesy of
the Baruch College Library.
l
Putting the 'Students' Back Into SCPB
One year after a beaoily criticized
concert, the president oftbeStudent
Center Program Board reflects on what
went wrong, and bow it got right again.
By Kathryn Garcia the presidency ofSCPB. The first thing
, The Student Center Program Board that Pean did when he decided to run
has had a president for the past year for the presidency was to listen to what
who Cjg all about getting things done, .-the club members wanted.
having fun doing it, andptting upset "One thing I had to get from.day one
." when things don't get clone-· Vladimir was the .respect ormy members and I
PeanistryingtogetSCPBbacktogether got it," said Pean. "I let them know
because things weren'tlooking so good. when I feel like I'm doing all the work.
And this semester he's "just going for And they improve," he said ofhis style
it," he said. of doing things in SCPB.
He restarted SCPB by implementing "I don't lead" said Pean. "I don't like
many of the old programs that were the word leader because it sounds like
cancelled by the former president Sean it's me doing all the stuff. 1fT have to
Seignious, who spent $17,000 on a take .the initiative I will but' I don't
Palladium concert duringthe spring of want to get too far ahead."
'91. "The original premise for the WhenPeanstartedhisfreshmanyear
concert we were all behind, but as time' he joined SCPB and according to him,
went on it got bigger and bigger," said l)e was the quiet one all the way in the
Pean. According to Pean, Seignious back. "fd never thought that I'd be
and a friend were- the coordinators of president," he said. All he aspired to
the event. "They pretty much ran it. was maybe comedy chair because. he
Board ·members were reduced to likes to make people laugh especially
hanging tlyers," said Pean, '\_ when somethingis going wrong. "I use
Pean criticized the managerial humor to make fun of the situation,"
approach adopted by Seignious to said Peso.
handle the concert. Pean felt that the When they started last semester the
jobwas toobiga programfor twopeople money allocated to the' club was SCPBPrHIdIntVladlmlrP6In
to handle. Peari also said that if the monitored. They received $6,000 last
Board members would have been semester and $10,000 this semester. Monthbyshowingfilms aboutAfrican· doing the same thing without adding
informed of how much the Palladium Last year for the whole academic year Ameri~and by having ajazzband. new stuff," said pean.
costandeonsideringthe daythatitWas they were 'given $24,000. -oorname . -CWeourco-sponsoringagospelehO!UsPeanhadtoputthePalladiumconeert
on,a WednesdayinthemiddleofSpring was shot, I wanted to get known for with the Intervarsity Christian issues to rest for which he says
Break, "It was not worthit." - what we did, theprograms."saidPean. Fellowship and that is something -peaeemaker"wouldha'Vebeentheword
AccordingtoPeanthe original concept The aerobics class, said Pean, used to cOmpletely new for us to do," he added. to describe him last semester.. -We've
for the concert was to have it on school beverypopularamongwomenbutwhen Laterin thismonth they.are planning done it. All the negative words from
grounds like in the auditorium and it started out again, ~t wasn't very tohavesometbinglikearapandreggae last semesterare behind us. We moved
without a fee. successful. Pean decided to~nstitute s~ow. Ideasthatarenotfullydeveloped away from there," saidPean. -rhere's
Pean was elected by the members of the body building club with it and Cljt'but are in mind for next semester are: time when Vlad win get on your back
.tne~1i~eafi.!~~i"'~!'J!~·~a~y~~~~·1iii" pcltid· up fiiD ·die grouna;--1ie-'~-4-vem-0ll-ofIFf3tucbt'-'8Dct··aBarueh- ·-andstayon there,---hesaid-.- - <, ----
like how the SCPB was going· and s8iet -- - - ,. . . c81eriaailiaVihg--studenfs pOsing -for Plan is plariiling to be president for
wanted it to take a different course." SCPB participated in Black History thecalendar. "Wedon'twant tocontinue another year.












Photo by Kathryn Garcia
currently and while she was an issue about following
growing up. Santana believes successful People's footsteps
thatHispanicshaveapotential because you can learn from
talentforanynetworkbecause them.· So touching on the
"we [Hispanics] are not only subject of role models she
bilingual, we are bicultural ~" offeredherselfasone toanyone
She stated that Hispanics who is in journalism.
constitute 60 percent of the Santana is thinking of
population in the metro area. bringing to themajor networks
She added that ten years from a showwhere Hispanics can be
now the anglo stations will be portrayed in a better light.
watched by Hispanics and "Thereare inspirational stories
what Hispanics say will count that will knock you dead," said
so they 'are going to have Santana of the struggles that
understand Hispanics. Hispanics have endured and
Santana constantly whicharenotcovered.lnstea.d,
encouraged the audience. according to Santana,
"Within you there's a winner Hispanics are portrayedin the
and a success story," she said. news as the who killed, who
She continued by saying that robed, and who raped. "That's
isthemainreasonwhyaperson not what we are- all about,"
should get an education and said Santana.
that although it won't happen "We have great seeds out
tomorrow when it happens there," she added. She also
"you'll be able to takeoff like a said that it takes people like
rocket." "you and me" to plant those
Other encouragement was to seeds because tomorrow we
believe in oneself. "If you have to reap the benefits. "Ser
believe you have something in Latino es mas que"un orgullo,
you,and you can exploit it, and ' es un tesoro.»-Tobe a Latino
become great then go for it," is more than being proud, it's
saidSantana. Lastly, shemade an asset-ended Santana.
For five years she stayed at
ch, 11 but according to her "it
startedgettingtome," Santana
said she wanted to become an
anchor so she took the diction .
classes just so she could sound
anglo. Santana realized that
ch, 11 was not for her because
they did not like the array of
gestures she performed while
reporting her stories., She'
started looking around-to find
something that could "fulfill
.me, emotionally as well as put
the food on my table," said
Santana.
Telemundo approached her
and she became a national
correspondent for two. shows.
"That was great! I was seen by
more Latinos thanhere in New
York," commented Santana.
For seven months she worked
for Telemundoand ch. 11. One
ofherfunniest experiences was
covering the Puerto Rican
Parade where she was walking
up anddown FifthAvenue with
two crews asking questions in .
English for ch, 11 and in
Spanish for ch. 47 to the same
people. "I felt very proud to be
the only Hispanic reporter




a week, aboutHispanic artists'
strugglenotjusttheirstardom
to see ho-w m uch of an
inspiration they could be to
others. Then she wenton to do
the weather. "Unfortunately
in this medium you have to
start from the bottom and you
have to showIittle by little how
much you can do and how:
capableyouare,"saidSantana...__ U
"Like a rocket" . ,"\: ::
Santana's advice to the·"::
audience was based on the lack ,;:
of a Hispanic role models
,.~,-,-.,.~ ~ ,_ -- __..~ ..-: - ..
Thurs., April 16th
12:00pm to 2:00pm
Student Center, Oak Lounge
(a Friday's schedule)
;
way to college by doing "Chica .
Mirtha's" commercials
(commercials for Mirtha de
Perales hair products) that
aired on eh. 47.
"Latinb.ook"
Santana started her-
journalistic career ten years
ago by working in Univision,
ch. 41, as an intern. She was
the only person who had
arrived from school who
actually had a major in
broadcasting journalism. But
according to the network she
was to "prieta" -dark- to be
on the air. "I'm not so 'prieta'"
exclaimed Santana. But she
explained that back in those
days they wanted to portray
the anglo "madre patria" -
motherland- look, _ the
European look from Spain.
"I was very disappointed, I
was devastated, I had just
spent $25,000 on a college
.education...because I wanted
to study journalism and be on
the air," expressed Santana.
Santana prepared herself
with a college degree and went
after just about any
volunteeririgjobthat shecould
do on television. She then
started writing commercials
voluntarily and eventually got
paid for them.
Finally that"Latin hook" that
Santana was "carrying" with
her scored, not among
Hispanics.. butchannelll's
"Best Talk· In Town" and·
"U.S.A. Tonight" newscasts
because they wan ted a




The Student Parent Association invites
you and your child to an
Music, children's entertainment, arts &: crafts.
Fun for all ages.
Please, call the Stu~entCenter for reservations 387-1170.
• Continued from page 11
(\I.
~ ~as very difficult for· her
..... because she was the only
~ Latina in the broadcasting
-&. department. Theyacceptedher
< in the program because she
brought along 16 videotapes
with her which showed her
experience in the field. At
Montclare she was often
reminded that she had an
accent, that she was too dark
and that she was not going to
make it because she waa-a
Latin woman.
She arrived in this country
at the age of ten from the
Dominican Republic. She-
spoke no English aside from
the words thather uncle taught
her while on the airplane to
New York which were: "Hello,
I am a monkey."
- At 13 she read the book "The
Power of Positive Thinking"
which she said gave her the
strength to endure the harsh
treatmentofhermath teacher.
In one incident, the teacher
slammed a book on -her desk
and screamed"Santana,you're
stupid, stupid, stupid." She
was also beaten by her-
classmates because another
teacher calledher "muiieca"-,
doll. But that did not stopher.
She never went to bed unless
she learned 25 words from a
book. She also work~d in a
factory from the age ofthrough
highschool." Sh.eworked the 4-
12 p.m shift., five days a week~ .
And that was her training
ground.
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Continued from pog~ 15 , 1.
InHuman Resources." LaStly~ <.
we lookfor opportunities to co- ~ ,
sponsor events with other;'
clubs, for· exampIe last~.
semesterwe were be one ofthe (;;
, -,
particip,ating clubs in the cD
Talent Show. ~
R.O.: Howdoestheclubbenefit
it's own members and yourself
in particular?
KC.: We give members an
'opportunity to identify with a
.particularc1ubhereatBaruch.
'niisadds greater meaning 'to ,
their academic Ii ne and
enhances their school spirit.
. Where I am concerned, ,I




club. This in itselfhelps me to
. put into practice that which I
learn in class. Also, I regard
myself as giving something
back to Baruch. Believe it or
not, but I am one of the very
few people in this school who
can proudly say that I love
Baruch. This is because I am
involved in a lot of things.
Baruchnevercalledme, Icalled
for it. Therefore, I am making
the best of it.
, ofstudy,andcall upexecutives
and make and appointment or
go out to lunch. The key is
-, getting to know them. .' Ask
,;,- ·them about their'work ,or for
"~~.: JlelpMhints.'1lon'tb8'Afiirid
~~ to 'ask someone about
Crawford kept stressing to themselves. People love
the audience to "Think speaking about him orherself.
excellent and positive." And Do not be discouraged ifyou
that we make sure to "handin geta few rejectionsat~rst,you
thatpaperreally neat. 'Even if areboundtofind someone who
. you don't know what you are 'would. be glad to assist you.
talkiiig about. Presentation is And 'you never know" that
important." personcouldbaveajobepening
In describing her presentjob in their company andthink of
at Guardian, she mentioned you and your initiative."
thatshehe&rdabOutit through Duririg the time Crawford
agentleman she met while spoke.shehelped theaudience
working' at her previous job. realize thatwomen'are"nq)idly
She did his taxes, and when a moving up in the world and
job opening came up, he asked they are not climbing the
for her resume. She wasn't corporate ladder to do it. She
interested- and started made it clear that they should
interviewingelsewhere.When be ambitious, and go for what
she was contacted by the man they are capable ofand more.
again, she decided to give it 'a She said not to let anything or
chance; since nothing else had anyone intimidate us. She
developed fot her. She went to . explained, at one time, she
the 'interview and was offered was the youngestmanagerata
the job,of Manager of Special company, and there ~as only
Projects. After four and half oneotherminoritybesidesher.
years, she was responsible for ,She was one of the few with
the corporate tax department, two degrees and at first she
which was challengingfor her, feltveryintimidated. However,
since she had no prior she quickly overcame' this
experience in that field, except feeling and did what she knew
for taxreturns. Anditwasjust best, superb work. And that's
about six months ago she why shebecamethefirstb1ack
became director of the female ofticeratGuardianLife
corporatetax department. Insurance.
She strongly encouraged the ~~~~~~~'I'l"l'!'
audience toresearch theirfield
. not handle the press-ure.
Therefore, she went' to
Wharton Graduate School,
changed her area ofstudy and
acquired an MBA in Decision
Making. She 'then gathered
somecourage to take"thecourse
again.' After she completed it,
she took the CPA exam for the
first time,an~passed it. "
Although' Crawford
~.thecourse 'as being
-six months of death," she
encouraged the audience to
takethevariousclassesoffered '
and to buy books about the
CPAexam. She said that most
students are not prepared to
take the test right away after
graduatingand that we should
make useofall the help we can
get. Also, she pointed out that
ifyQUare employedat the time
and take the course, most
employers will reimburse you.
"No, 8QdI still donot know:
saidCrawfordwhenanswering
whethershealwayslmewwhat
she wanted to do. She said
that you don't need to plan out
your life, "just be the best you
can at whatever YO\1 do and no
matter what, you should be
able to go forward'" She also
Suggested we make use of the
Career Services Office.




Do You Know Wllere We Are?
.'.' '.
The Ticker- sleepless nights, but it's wornhIt•
By Liza Colon
·Cheryl Crawford, the first
black female officer 'of
Guardian Life Insurance was
the featured guest at a
Women'sHistoryMonth event
held during club hours on
Thurs. Mar. 26.
The event wasco-sponsored
by the" Caribbean Students
Association, the West Indian
Cultural Club, with the help of
the Table Tennis Club.
Cmwfor~s~hconsisted
ofa briefhistory oflierselfand
of various items she thought
important that soon-to-be
graduates entering the "real
world" should be aware of.
During her oration she
emphasized three key points:
the importance ofestablishing
contacts, always putting your
best foot, forward and the
usefulness of CPA review
courses.
After Crawford received her
BBA in Accounting from the
University of. Michigan, she
proceeded to take the. Becker
CPAReviewcourse. Shefound
it very time consuming and
hectic, so she withdrew from
the class. At that time she
thought she was a failure,






























Sponsored by Evening and Graduate Student Services
Distinguished Baruch Alumnus
Inaugurating the personal financial planning!
management services being offered free of charge
by the Office of Evening and Graduate Student Services.
".
Forinformation Call 447-3131 after 2:00 PM




Then Come To the Opening Seminar on
\Vednesday, April 15 7:00 PM Globus Lounge 1704, 360 PAS
Hauing De·bt/Cash Flow
Problems?
Margaret Hunter Shikar and Sharon Cunningha
from American Express, IDS Financial Services





.Tuesday, April 7th 6PM
131 west 56th Street
.New York, NY 10019
(212) 977-8200
CaD to reservea place!
I STANLEY H. KAPLAN, . Take Kaplan OrTake Your Chances
Enroll in a GMAT course, pay in fun at thc seminar and receive a FREE
SpeedReading Coune!
.•.you'll want to bear what Kaplan's
speciaiguest speaker' has to say!· A
former Assistant Dean ofAdmissions from
a top 10 business school will discuss the.
"ins and outs" of the application process
including topics such as:








COME JOIN US IN OUR
THURSDA~APRIL 9TH, 1992
AT 6 PM IN THE 23RD STREET
BLDG. (At.)DITORIUM)
BRING A FRIEND;··/T'S FREE

















GAIN INS.IGHT INTO BEING AN
ENTREPRENEUR--
.-.
Valiant is offering "Unity"
which teams every character
in the Valiant universe in an
18-part storyline. -Unity" is
writtenJimShooteranddrawn
by Barry Windsor-Smith and
inked by Bob Layton.
-Unity" will introduce many
new cbaraeters and include,
Magnus, Solar,X-OManowar,




Smith and Bob Layton and
~Warrior" written by
Jim Shooter and drawn by










o..e FiIlGl Note: Some time
ago I informed you about -X-
Men"~OI,thebirthofNatban
Christopher Summers. Well
apparently, the hype has
continued to drive the price of
the book upwards. As of tIPs
writing, the book lists for $22
but I remind you again,
beware!!!
=i
this writing, will continue as a ~
~ ..1· CD
£ 'l:5urar senes. ...
D.C. isalsoofferingalimited ~
bagged collectors edition of en
"Shadow ofthe Bat" which will~
cost $2.50. The sample preview <.
CD
looks great and you are hereby en
advised to obtain your copies! .;.
Keith Giffen is writing a ~.
mul ti-part storyline that_O)
crosses over into many D.C. co




powers of Green Lantern will
find himselffending off many
obstacles inhisown series. The
series promises to have
Gardner defending himself
against characters like Lobo.
"Guy Gardner" #1 is a 48
page deluxe format book
costing $4.95 (ouchl).




In celebration of the new
"The biggest
Marvel event of




that changes movements and
speed is a featured tune on a
British Airways commercial.
This tune captm'es the essence
of the album. The music flies
through the air~ gradually
building and then slowly
descending. It is no wonder
British Airways used it to
advertise its airline.
Part ofYanni's appeal is the
way he uses his music to
stimulate his audience. Yanni
fuses elements of Jazz, Rock,
Middle Eastern and European
music into Dare To Dream.
• Dare to Dream is
composition of songs with
individual themes. It "comes
.froma realizatioo that, notonly
don't people go after their
dreams, they are afraid to
dream at all. Ifwe don't dare
to dream, we can't shape our
future." says Yanni. All ofthe
tunes on Dare To Dream
contain positive sounds of
achievement through the use
of the digital synthesizer,
whichYanniuses togivevoices
and positive messages to the
listener. Yanni'smanipulation
of the keyboards generates
powerful sounds and invites
the listener to join their own
and his daydreaming.
an unlikely team-up battling a
drugs for gunsconspiracy with
some possible guest stars.
The book also features a
glossed and embossed cover
andlooksgreat. Youarehereby
~ advised to obtain your copy!
Marvel is also offering a
trade paperback of the
-AssassinationPlot"which ran
in during Todd McFarlane's
reign as Spiderman's artist.
The six issue run was written
by David Michelinie and had
appearances by Captain
America, Silver Sable and
Sabertooth.
Marvel is also offering"Save
the Tiger," which reprints
"Marvel Comics Presents"first
ten issues, starring you know
who- Wolverine!
"Captain America" #402
begins a six part storyline that
stars Cap, Wolverine, Cable,
Werewolf by Night, Feral and
Wolfsbane allin searchofMan-
Wolf. This will be big!!






By Massimo S. Salerno
Unless you are an avid
listener of Fusion and Jazz,




by more people in the United
States than of any other
composer.
Born in Greece, Yanni, who
is married to actress Linda
Evans of"Dynasty" fame, is a
self taught pianist. His new
album is "Dare to_Dream,"
.. and it combines the smooth
flowing sounds of a digital
synthesizerwith theharmonic
rhythms of a keyboard. The
songstakeon differentaspects
oflife through Yanpi's use of
speedandarrangement. Ifone
of his songs resembles the
musicofa figure skaterduring
a routine, it is simplybecause
this is how Yanm turned
someone's dream into music.
The song "D&siw is actually
abouta girl'schildhooddream
to become a world champion
figure skater. -Aria," a tune
MonJel has a case is not the
question. The most irritating
aspect of this whole situation
is that Harvel was one ofthe
companies to fight censors
during the McCarthy era,




say the least, a -
little 'pissed
by Jim Starlin and drawn by
Ron Lim, picks up right where
1991's "Infinity Gauntlet" left
off. The"InfinityWar"includes
the X-Men, New Warriors and
X-Force this time around.
The -urlirrity War" WI11 also
cross overintojustaboutevery
Marvel \ title andit will begin
with "Dr. Strange" #42.
"Infinity War" #1 is 48 pages
and will cost $2.50 but it is
highlyrecommended. "Infinity
War" #1 also includes a fold-
outcover drawnbyJim Starlin.
"New Warriors" #2'5 has
Darkhawk and Rage as guest
-M ,,, stars and is written bv FabianVTJ:.. J
books were considered taboo Nicieza and drawn by Mark
and they were also the first Bagley. Thedouble-sized issue
company to break. the comic has an awesome black and
code with their -Spiderman" monochromediecutcover. The
drug issues a couple decades book will cost $2.50 on the
ago. stands but is a must have!
JlarwI has fought for their The biggest.llCll"Wl event of
right to say what they wanted 1992 is the 30th. Spiderman
andtodrawwbattheywanted, Anniversary celebration.
tIO whyiD199aare tbey trying Marvel is celebrating
to put out some creative fires? Spiderman's birthday in
Wise up! JEane". -SpeetaeularSpiderman".l89
stnekbalderaare woaied. and -Web or Spiderman"~.
•••• MOl"wl~ •••• -Speetacular Spiderman- Batmanmorie,D.C. isdfeting
After setting trading card includes 8 hologram (a 18 "RunRiddler~wbic:hpits
sales reeorda, IEGrrJeI and Robin) cover and a three-page Batman against The Rieidler
I",pel are producing a third fold~t poster mSpiderman in a three partmini-series.
series of Marvel Co,.ie v.s, The Green Goblin. The mini-eeries is written by
Tracting Cards. The new 200 -WebofSpiderman"includes Gerard Jones and drawn by
cardseriesfeatmesartbyBon afold-outpoeterofSpiderman Mark Badger, but buyer
u.,oSea Kieth &B4--Jim~-- v.&. }bat.erio aDd.JUso bas .a . beware, t~e ~ _~e de~uxe
Eisen 12 ea:ra peek W11l eost- holuglam ~rer; Eadt i...itt- - eori.. C08t8 $4.95 per issne.
you a buck and contain the price tagged $2.95. Yet another Batman series
ever popular hologram cards. On the deluxe book scene, is~ .the t?se. -Shadow of the
Watch for "Ghost Rider" #'s MaM1el isoffering "Blood and Bat 15 wntten by Alan Grant
26 and 27, because they will Glory'" which teams Captain and drawn by Norman
crossoverinto"X-Men"#9. The America and The Punisher. Breyfogle. The four part
three-part saga has Ghost The book is written by Don storyline has Batman visiting
Rider and The X-Men battling Chicesterand drawn by Klaus thelegendaryArkhamAsylum.
. Brood and the Brood Queen. Janson. The se~~wi.ll be si~lm: to
The -Infini War '" written The story has Captain MaM1el. Spiderman senes.
, America and The Punisher in Each issue is $1.50 and as of
••••
Sit tight fellow fans because .
this particular column is
packed with spring and
summer previews, news and
facts~ore.Now, withoutany
further hesitation, let's get
started!!!
One Quick Note: If you are
still waiting for Malibu
Comic. "Youngblood," which
is drawn by Rob Liefeld and
"Spawn," drawn by none other
thanToddMcFarlane, thenyou
betterbe prepared to sit tighta
little longer. Why, you ask?
Well, it seems that ManJel
Comic. is to say the least, a
little «pissedoft" about losing
two of their top artists and





Marvel claims that one of
Liefeld'. characters in
-You~ looks a little too
much like Cable of ~-Force."
Exeuae me! But i8D't it
Liefeld who created Cable?
Yes, it was. Sois it safe for us
to assume that JI.,.".,
Co'-:' istryingtotellLieCeld
to change his style? Yes, they
are. Is this right? Not in my
book!
JlGn1el is just trying to
stifle.Liefel.r...a.$· .~­
'nletruth is,Uef'etdiJ.-entitled
to draw what ever he wants,
isn't he? or course, providing
he does not use the same
characters at Malibu as he
did at Marvel.
Maruel also feels that
McFarlane's "SPawn" looks a










actresses with direction. She
hopes tobeconsideredamongst
those ranks.
There is no struggle to
WinonaRyder's story.Enrolled
at the prestigious American
ConservatoryTheater, shehas
enjoyed a rare success in
Hollywood. 'n'lisyearalone she
has worked with Francis Ford
Coppola in "Bram Strokers
Dracula,'"and will co-starwith
Daniel DayLewisandMichelle
Pfieffer in Martin Scorcese's
adaption of Edith 'Wharton's




, ,,1f .r- ~
Hollywood. She has even had
a song written about her by up
and coming artist Matthew
Sweet, called none other than
"Winona."
"I t has to be a real
connection," she says of the
scriptscomingher way, adding
"An obsessive kind of thing."
It was not until "Heathers,"
a movie most people toldher to
turn dOwn, that she reached
status as a huge young star.
-An actress with subtleties
beyond her yean," Newsweek
Hollywood Profile: Winona Ryder
Tale asoldastime retold: 'Beauty and theBeast••••
••••
last week.
Perhaps more films starring
animated figures and real life
people will solve this situation.
Such an example is "Cool
World,'"starringGabriel Byrne
(Miller's Crossing), Kim
Basinger, and BradPitt, about
a cartoonist who finds himself
locked in his animated world.
Much of the "Who Framed
Roger Rabbit?" technique will
be utilized to create the
illusions ofrealityandfantasy.
Pop star Whitney Houston is
wrapping up work on her
feature film debut in "The
Bodyguard."Shestarsopposite
Hollywood giant Kevin
Costner. The screenplay was
written by Lawrence Kasdan,
whose "Grand Canyon" script
was nominated for an Oscar
this year.
"Thelma and Louise" director




Depardieu in the leading role. By Phil Susi
The film also stars Sigourney She is a reluctant murderer,
Weaver, Armand Assante, a spooky, deranged child. A
Frank Langella, and Loren social misfit once, then a 13-
Dean. Itis scheduledforrelease year-old child bride married to
in October of this year. a cousin twice her age. And
•••• now, victimized by Count
Playwright Harold Pinter Dracula. A profileofaparanoid
has adapted the Frank Kafka schizophrenic? No! Just some
novel -The Trial," for oftheroles20-year-oldWinona
independent director David Ryder has played in her young
Jones. The cast includes Kyle career.
Maclachlan,AnthonyHopkins, Not ironically, Wi nona
Jason Robards, Juliet Ryder'sfirstactingrolewasas
Stevenson,JeanStapleton,and "Catwoman" in a family
Robert Lang. production of
•••• "Batman." Since
Finally, add Rob Schnieder then, her acting <
(The Stevemiester from has moved along /
Saturday Night Live), Tim down an inter-
Curry, and Academy Award esting but diverse
winner ~renda ~'ricker to the path of umque
ensemhle of-"Bome -Alone 2: - characters~ Fi>i a' ~
Lost in New York." The film young woman who
should be released by cherishes her col-
Christmas. lection of ori-ginal
bound J.D. Salin-






then, Winona ..f!!~"'J; ~.."' "" ;.- ...... •••:- :..A..:t.':,.· ~ •••••_• .... . . O' .x -.. . ..~ .
Ryder is no con- Winona Ryder (r.)with -oracutal co-star Kemu RMVeI
ventional actress.
, Born Winona Horowitz near reviews remarked of her novel Age of Innocence. She
Winona, Minnesota (co- performance. has recently purchaseda Los
incidence?), She changed her "You should do what hits Angeles home by herself and
last name after completing you," she says, and aside she isn't even legal yet.
work on her first film "Lucas." from"1969," she claimsthat she The oneblemish onheryoung
Her life has been in the media has never done a film because careeris "Welcome Home Roxy
more than her films these past it was a "career move." Carmichael"which sheequates
few years, and she takes Acting is still an art to the experience to "Beingcaught
exception to it. Winona Ryder, who feels that in a lie, That's whatit feels like
Words li ke glamorous, Hollywoodhas becomeall poses to be in a bad movie, and that's
beautiful, and sexy roll offher and cliches. "Nothing comes what I imagine death to feel
backlike awkward phrases she from the inside," she says, "It's like."
cares little to hear. Her much all exteriors and looks." For now she must be satisfied
publicized childhood.including There are a few women by working successively with
stories about her flower child however, that she greatly two ofthe greatest directors in
parents, free-use of drugs, a admirers and respects, aside American Film History.
Zen nursery school, and from her role .models of Perhaps there will be other
godfather Timothy Leary, the yesteryear, Natalie Wood and flops in the future, but for
LSD guru himself, have Greta Garbo. Currently, Jodie Winona Ryder the taking of
plagued her since film one. Foster, Uma Thurman, and Hollywood has been anything
Paramount Pictures Then lastyear, the "Godfather Julia Roberts strike Winona but a struggle.
3" incident. Ryder as true, talented
"It was a sinus infection,"
sherepeats, frustrated that the
media always looks for
somethingmore. It wasa much
talked about fiasco that
resultedin a greatopportunity
-gone. Still, Ryder's career has
suffered nothing.
She is in the fortunate
position of choosing her roles
carefully. Al though never
graced with a huge hit, she is a




Hey You. Wanna know what's
news in Hollywood?
, 492' I. among some big1992releases•
Has the success of "Beauty
and the Beast" ushered in a
new era of animated films?
Maybe.
Tinsel town is diving back
into the animated genre with
full force. "Bebe's Kids," a
Hudlin Brothers production
(House party I and II) will
feature the animated
characterscreatedbyartist the
late Robin 'Harris, and will be
released by Paramount




from Steven Spielberg, "We're




Julia Child, Jay Leno, and
Martin Short will be lending
their vocal services to the film.
Screen Actors Guild _1Jl~TIl­
beTS may begin to sweat a
little if the trend continues, as
Sally Field so (ahem) politely
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Cruise Lines Now Hiring. Earn
$2,000+ per' month working on
Icruise ships. _Holiday, .Summer
and Full-time employment avail-
able. For Employment Program
call 1-206-545.-4155 ext. C 454
,/·::li:iY'· ,
Twin Peaks comes to theaters InAugust
must, lcannotseeher winriing -
another, much less an Emmy,
while she's alive.
And what is going on in "One
Life to Live?" It looks like a
"Stanley and Iris! Henry and
June" storyline tome. And Bo,
babe, why don't you move to
Utah ifyour going tohave more
than one wife. I mean, really
now, if you don't like Utah,
Jersey is always a possibility.
Oh, and about the Oscars,
what was Bryan Adams doing
there? Hey, Bryan, ifyou want
to do anything for me, why
don't you tellBilly Crystal to
cut the song -n - Dance number
for next year.
By the way, on Oscar night,
did you check out Genna Davis
and Susan Sarandon? What
was up with them? Julliet
Lewis-- is there any comment
necessary?
One last thing, the movie
versionof David LYnch's"Twin
Peaks" will be released this
August at a theater near you,
, so don't miss it!





America Is asking is -who
Killed WillT' That'sright, Will
Courtland of "All My
Children." All ofPine Valley
wantedhim dead. I admiteven
I hated him. But who killed
this guy and with a crowbar
nevertheless? His blood was
all over the place. I mean,
goodness gracious, have some
considerationfor those whoeat
lunch while viewing the soap!
Hey, writers of "All My
Children," you could have
poisoned the guy or even
drowned him! Take this into
consideration for your next
murder. '
While we're on the subject,
maybe you can do something
to Erika, I don't know? ..
wounding her doesn't sound so
bad. I mean something should
be done before she accepts
another award. Did you see
the People's Choice Awards?
Afterwinningfor BestDaytime
Actress she gave an acceptance .
speech that went on and on
and on and on... Ifyou'd ask
me, I'd say she should cherish
this award because, try as I
.~.
•
The time has come when;
once again, we must decide on
who will be the butt ofmany a
joke during the nextfour years.
Making this decision a little
less painful is ABC's Nightline
which, by the way, is doing a
pretty good job ofbringing the
presidential candidates into
our living rooms via the tube.
So, will it be Mr. 1-800
himself, Jerry Brown? NOT!
Who can trust this man? He
changes his political views as
frequently as he does
turtlenecks. Will itbe southern
boy Bill Clinton? 'A man who
must still be smoking
something if he thinks the
American public will believe
him when he said he smoked
marijuana only once, without
inhaling. Yeah, right! and
tuition is going down.
All I know is that President
Bush is one elephant we would
love to forget. Ifthe Democrats
win the election, hey, it
wouldn't be the first time we'd
have a jackass in office.
So, who will lead our country
these next four years? Who
,~~~JJJ ,'fh~q\1~~C?~,-~L<;l(I
,
really are singing) ar:tist. The
nam80fthe groupis Cocodaoc:e
and the title of the song is
"Angels Of Love.- It has been
released on Maxi Records and
has four diiTerent versions of
the song on the 12-inch, all of
which areinthere. The version
that grabbed my attention,
"The Angel Sings," has the
operatic vocals of Barbara
Kelley on it and it smokes!!!
She lays down enough vocal
foundation to build a
skyscraper.
This blend of deep House
musicandOperavocalsis truly
amazing. Others such as
Malcolm McLaren have
successfully used opera in
popular music but this is the
first house incarnation that I~
have (luckily) stumbledacross.
Don't get me wrong there is
more to this song than the
vocals. Everything from the
steady four beat kick drum to
the romping bassline, tight
muffled snare drum and
hypnotizing high hat cymbal
pattern scream underground
House,grabbingyourhips. The
mixture ofstrings and organs
combine to provide the lift
needed to get arms flowing
while the reverberating piano
chords shake your head from
side to side. This is total body
and music meshing in it's
purest form. This record will
take you on ajourney that will
touch your musical soul
possibly making you run in
search ofother Opera songs to
add toyourcollection..Startoff
with this version then' spoil
yourself with the rest of the
single. Remember to be very
careful because like all good
things these "Angels Of Love"
can be very addictive.
dance edge. It wasn't thatlong
agothatLL CooIJ turned their
song "Hold On- into- a
successful Hip-Hop record. It
seems that En Vogue is going
to try tocapitalizeon this trend
beforesomeoneelse takes their
work again and beats them to
it.
Once again En Vogue has
managed to wrap their sultry
vocals around a thumping
rhythm to createjust the right
conditions for their version of
beautyand the beat.. The track
is heavily laden with various
samples readily available to
the samplegenerationforquite
some time. These samplesare
the backbone of the rhythm
section. With a few added
percussion instruments for
good measure (or .possibly to
defer copyright infringement
problems) the climate is set for
the now infamous vocal
harmonies thatEn Vogue pulls
out of their hat to charm even
the most observant harmonic
listener. Throw in a gentle
warm flute, pungentmid-range
bassline and their now
trademark brass section hits
and you have the latest in the
En Vague saga. One of the
finest points on the cutis when
the narrator (yeah, they have
one of those guys cut in from
the middle of nowhere)
announces a breakdown and
these girls break it down like
few other singing groups can.
Overall there are no real
surprisesjustFunkyDivas(the
title of their new album) at
their best.
Finally, at the end of this
powerful threesome is a cut
that I truly loved from thefirst
time that I heard it live which
says something for a modern
day singing(provided that they
bringingthe listenerfull circle.
I found this to be the perfect
spot to play the record over
and over. I am sure that you
will find yourselfdoing exactly
the same thing and
"Everything Will Get Better."
.Coming in second, is another
springtime ditty whose title
manyofus will hear this time
ofyear whether we want to or
not. "My Lovin' (You're Never
GonnaGet It)"byEn Vogaeon
East West America Records
takes the now common place
reverse ideology of using Hip-
Hop beats to make Urban










instruments flow in and outo!
the composition upon cue
maximizing their creative
input effect thus keeping the
trackco~tlyrolling. The
piecehasjusttherightamount
of vocals added to the
arrangement to allow those so
inclined to singalongwhile not
cluttering the eardrums of
thoseofthe troe smooth groove
appreciation generation. The
trackproceeds without a hitch
finally returning to the point
where it originally began






of three high quality versions
of this non-album release
soothing the yearn for several
variations to meet different
moods.
When hard pressed I found
my personal favorite to be the
"Sax On A Beach Mix" gee I
wonder why? Spring is
definitely here nomatter what
the weathermightindicate. On
to the record before I get all
flustered although this record
will have almost the same
effect. It begins with a
cascading choral voice sectio
accompanied by sharp pi
chords flowing into a ste y
kick just slightly precede by
the soulful (asinfrom the h art
not from a person of .can
decent) singing style t at we
have come to enjoy fr Ms.
Stansfield. At this nt she
commences to sing a ng of
hope telling one not to ook
back on life and just sing. A
group a strings joins the then
grooving bongo and bass
players as the saxophone
commands your complete
attention. While the saxophone
It's that time again, spring,
when the thoughts of young
men and women tum to love.
When it come's to love few can
measure up to the big 12-inch
(single thatis)forbringingyou
immediatepleasure. I thought
this would be a good time to
check through the files of the
recent singles that I received
for review. I found a few that
have the ability to make you
smile from the very first note
to the finale. Each one of the
songs to follow has it's own
speeial appeal which
distinguishes it from the pack.
Thismark ofdistinction can be
in the form of continued
excellence, reverse ideology or
vocal foundation.
When it comes to this first
artist I can safely say that I
have never heard a single bad
release from her camp. From
the sound ofthis latest release
the excellence has continued
and "Everything Will Get
Better"is an appropriate title.
Lisa Stansfield on Arista
Records has done it again
combiningthebeautifulballad
"All Woman" from the album
Real Love with a beside not
available on the album that
wouldmake one buy the single
even if you already have the
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CONTAcr:r Major Record Labels,Publ~
~ Clubs, Promoters, Managers, Studios,
.Distributors, Nationwide
Send 535.00 (check 01' money order) to:







There are no vaccines to
prevent the HIV/AIDS virus.
However, there .isa.,test to detect the
HIV/AIDS virus. Early detection &
medical treatment can help you 'stay
healthy longer.
Sponsored by: American Marketin~ Association,
Schmid Laboratories, The Ticker, WBMB.
CONDOM SENSE SAYS:~





Tues., 1 - 5 p.m., and Bargains, on new IBAI -
ws«, 9 - 5 p.m., compatibles.XTcotrlJ*tesystem
september - Decembel' -$385. Includes20liBharddrive,
1992, to compile stIltS 640K, software, floppy, monHor,
for a msior .spor's etc. 0". year guarantee. Low
marketlngevent. $7.501 pricesonothel'systems.CBII(212)
hour, but you must be _255-3__69_1. ~ _
dependable. Midtown $SOD WEEKL Y WORKING FROM
PR agency. Bend letter/HOME RUSH BUSINESS - SIZE
resume: RadloClly SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED
Station, PO Box 1515, ENVELOPE TO: DEPT - TIP.O.
New York, NY 19101 - BOX 204811TOMPKINS SQ.
1515. STATION, NEW YORK, NY 10009





Baruch College Studen.t Activities Center
137 E. 22nd Street, Room 104
9 am--7 pm
oreal!: 387-1170
GRA[)UAT IGN EliGIBILITY: You must file an APPLICATION FOR DEGREE form w~h the Registrar's Office in your final
semester in order to be eligible to graduate and to be included in the commencement program,
r-------------------------:----- --,
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Like many students. you may he planning to put off your
MBA until after you've worked a few years",hut don't put
off the G\lAT! There are many advantages to taking it
while you're still in school:
• Your test-taking and study skills
are sharpest
• You're famUiar with the math and verbal
concepts it covers
• It's easier to prepare while you're in
a "srudy" environment
• Most schools accept GMAT scores for
~t least 3-5 years
Kaplan's G~l:\T Prep provides the tools necessary for success
on the exam. The program comhines live strategy sessions
with supplcrnentarv drills and horne practice rna terials that
are representative of the question types you will face on the
actual G:\l:\T exam, And. after an initial diagnostic exam.
you'll receive an individualized study plan that will tell you
exactly what areas you need to be studying:
For more Infor-mation;
stop in or call the Kaplan Manhattan Center today:
, 131 West 56th Street, New York, NY 10019
(212) 977-8200
~..-- . ........ . pi - - -.AL as • a .-.; .:»:-~__ ~ ~'-.,~-..~•. '. _-_.'t- ..",.,.~~,.._.r.':";""-:---' '., "~~"-:,",~.'.- . ~.~'




































Home,games are played at




All home games are played at
Gil Hodges Field, Brooklyn, NY
Avenue Z and Shen Road.
..
Freahman Frank Perniciaro covering theHot Comer
Date Opponent TilDe Place
April 6 Jersey City 3:30 Away
April 8 Stevens Tech 3:30 Home
April 9 Western Conn. (DH) 1:30 Home
April 11 Hunter (DH) Noon Home
April 15 S1. .Joseph 3:00 Away
April 18 John Jay .(PH) 3:30 Home
April 21 Old Westbury 3:30 Away











Tuesday, April 14, 1992




17 Floor,. 36,0 Park Avenue South









Sponsored by the.Evening Session
Student Assembly
and by the





A seminar will be conducted by the N~w.York City
police Department's Special :Frauds Unit.
BARUCH COLLEGE SECURITY PRESENTS
Be a'war'e of













85 percent invested Marty
ZweigotTheZweigForecast
agrees: " This is not my favor-
ite kind ofmarket. Valuations
are stretched and speculation
bythe publichasbegunto rise."
It shouldbe noted that while
a cautious attitude toward the
market may cause a investor
to miss some of the gains, it
does preserve the investor's
capital. HenryVander Eb, Jr.,
the manager of the ultra - con- .
servative Mathers fund was
88 percent invested in Trea-
sury securities last year,
thereby missing the bull Mar-
ket. The fund returned nine
percent as opposed to the im-
pressive gains of other stock
funds, namely the 88.8 per-
cent return of the berger 100
fund. However, Mathers'
shareholders Will remember
that in 1987, the year of the
last stock tnarket crash,
Mathers fund returned a top -
ranked 27 percentfor theyear.
ers (farmers) enter the mar- Another external effect will
ket, and that demand remains be savings. Savings are di- .
the same; then, since legaliza- vided in two sectors. The first
tionalsomakeslegaltheplant- "sector is the government, ei-
ing andharvestingofthe crops ther federal, state or local.
where the drugs come from, Black Enterprise magazine
theprofitabilityofplantingand mentions the Office ofthe Spe-
harvesting win alsobereduced cial NarooticsProsecutor, with
greatly and that will make the a budget of$12 million a year,
othercrops (alwayslegal) com- money which will be saved.
petitive with the former ille- Stateandlocalgovenunentwill
gal crop. ·The· different drug also save. Overtime paid to
cartels will not have to payor the police officers, .public de-
bribe the farmers into plant- . fenders, prosecutors, and
ing the former illegal crops, clerks who fight the war on
ending the subsidyoftheplant- drugs will not longer have to
ingbythedifferentcartels. The be paid. The D.E.A. will be
. farmers will have to measure dismantled and special units
the opportunity cost of plant- to fight drugs will also be dis-
ing the (former illegal) crops. mantled, saving money wen
In the case that new farmers into the billions ofdollars. The
get into the business of plant- amountofmoney saved will be
ing the former illegal crops; relocated into other sectors of
competitionandexcessproduc- .need.
tion will drive prices ever fur- The other sector of savings,
ther down, making dealers, is the consumer sector. Con-
farmers and producers leave sumers will be able to afford
the industry. In orabout eight betterqualitydrugs for a much
years, the market ~llstabi- lower price. The lower price
lize; this will happen when the will enlarge and shift to the
market price reaches a point right, thebudgetconstrainline
where the next best alterna- allowing the consumer to save
tive for farmers, dealers, pro- money, either to buy more
ducers, etc., is the same as drugs or to spend the money in
staying in the market. The something else, ornot to spend
(illegal) drug industry then the excess money at all. We
might tend to become oligopo- havetorememberthatthedrug
lies,justlikethepharmaceuti- .user is also limited by the ulti-
cal industry. mate scarce commodity: time.
The external economic effect Another external economic
becomes very broad once ille- effect of the legalization of
gal drugs become legal. First, drugs is in the judiciary sys-
there willbe revenuesacquired tem. Federal courtjudges will
bythe governments, f~eral , be able to unload the amount
state and local, through taxes. of work from drug-related of-
Ac.~rcli:p.g .tQ..T~_. :&o.~1'JIJ.I!.t. fe:n.~and.dedicate_their_time.
American illegal drug.market to-other important cases. Fi- .
salesgrossabout $300billion a nally the tax-payers will be
year. A 15percent(verysmall) released from two great bur-
sin tax on drugs will bring $45 dens once illegal drugs are
billion a year in revenues, made legal. Thetirstoneisthe
much better that the capital economic burden of support-
gains tax proposed by George ing a drug related offender,
Bush, and it will boost the due to the fact that he or she is
economy. injail (forpossession only), and
the maintenance of the over-
crowded jails. It costs about
$50,000 a year to keep some-
one in jail, that amount of
money multiplied by the num-
ber of offenders yield a hefty
amountofsaVings. The second
greatburdenthatthe taxpayer
will be released from ishealth
care given to the users who
either overdose or' react to a
product so adulterated that it
becomes lethal, or the massive
amount oftreatment for those
who ......acquire-the HIV virus
through the sharingofinfected
needles. Lack of information
about quality, lack of govern-
mentregularization, lack of
control by thegovernmentover
the transmission of the HIV
virus, make illegal drugs an
easy vehicle to tamper with
quality, safety and death.
From all of the precedingevi-
dence, it is believed that the
legalization of drugs will be
beneficial to everyone. There
is grounds for this in the im-
mediate future, as well as
the long-run. When added to
externalandlegislativefactors,
proof that the drugs should be
legalized can be shown with-
out a reasonable doubt.
improvement, even in a luke-
warm economy. We recom-
mendsharesofcompanies that
are likely to do well in a slow
growth environment. Those
includecompanies with strong
growth ofearnings; small and
medium capitalization stocks;
and issues in the capital goods
sector~ including basic indus-
trial and technology stocks."
On the bearish side, Lisa
Morgenthaler of California
Technology Stock Letter
states: 1& The market now is as
overvalued as it was at the
peaks in 1987 and 1929; DJIA
earnings are in total collapse.
That's (not) what thebulls were
projecting when they ran the
market up in 1991. At current
.valuation levels, if anything
~oeswrong - a Presidential ill-
ness, a war in the old USSR, a
trade war withJap~orjusta.
down quarter in GDP - this
market is toast. Maintain a
maximum cashposition." Even
eliminates most of the huge
profits imposed by the former
state of illegality.
The illegality of drugs and
the lack ofperfectinformation,
since drug users know only a
limited number ofdealers, are
the two main factors of price.·
Bylegalizingdrugs, the former
factor is immediately elimi-
nated; however, the later fac-
tor, lack of perfect informa-
tion, can not be eliminated so
quickly.
The short-run economic ef-
fect, hard to determine at this
moment, will bring the two
main factors of price to the
open. It will be a good guess to
say that a short-run effect
might take 12 to 18 months.
Bythat timeinformationwould
bequasi-perfectand theeffects
would be: The price of the
product (former illegal drugs)
will drop even faster, setting a
new equilibrium price. With
the ever present communica-
tion technology, better quality
supply and better prices are
bound to be found without any
problem. At this stage, some




The long-run economic effect
of the legalization of drugs is
more tangible than the imme-
diate and short-run economic
.-.. ' _. '. . ..'
effects. An educated guess
gives five toeight years for the
long-runeconomic effectsofthe
legalization of drugs to take
place. The long-run economic
effects w-Ould not only involve
the dealers, but also the pro-
ducers (farmers), shippers, etc.
Assuming that no new produc-
The opinions expressed in the Economy and-Business Section are those
of the individual writers and do not necessarily reflect the editorial
opinion ofThe Ticker.
agree that the historically low
interest rates are mainly re-
sponsible for the rise of the
Dow. Insteadofreceivinga 3.5
percent return on a savings
account at the bank, most in-
vestors are investing in stocks
in hopes of higher rates of re-
turn.
Not surprisingly, there are
differing points ofview among
the experts on the fate of this
market. One of the bulls, The
Cabot Market Letter's
Carlton G. Lutts believes that
the investor stampede into
mutual funds is a harbinger of
a new era in American Mar-
keting. He thinks a crash is
unlikely because "all the
money's notinyet.» 'IlteMerrill
Lynch 1992 Investment Out-
look states" In ouropinion, the
economy will experience dis-
tinctly sub - par growth during
1992. But, corporate earnings
are probably past their low
point on a year - to .year basis
and should show considerable
money in an effort to curb
Califol'nia's burgeoning pot
crop, estimated to be worth
~tween$1 billion and $3 bil-
lion (wholesale) 8 year," con-
tiDl1esthearticle, -rorresidents
[in Humboldt County) CAMP
is a mixed blessing. Drug re-
lated violence is down: In 1981
Humboldt reported 13 drug-
related murders. Last year
there were none. But since the
late 1970's the money from
marijuana had also propped
up an otherwise teetering
economy".
Socially, perhaps, the legal-
ization of drugs might not be
the right thing to do. However,
fcomaneconomicpointofview,
it makes perfect sense. There
will be immediate effects,
short-run effects, long-run ef-
fectsand the external economic
effects that will corne with the
legalization of drugs.
The immediate economic ef- .
feet will be the influx: of new
dealers who, attracted by the
historic profits ofthe industry
and the new legality of it, will
get into the market, prompt-
ing the market to set an equi-
librium price which MIl vary
constantlyasnew dealers take
a~tageofthe free entry of
I
the market, the easier ingress
and. distnbution of the prod-
uct. Legalization willmake all
the stock of illegal drugs, hid-
den becauseofpl"Ohibition, be
brought out to the open mar-
ket so the dealers can make
profits as soon as possible.
Dealers also have to unload
the present quantity of drugs
before new shipments arrive.
All these makes the supply








With the Dow Jones Indus-
trial Average at record break- .
ing levels many investors are
starting to get neNOUS about
the stockmarket. Surprisingly,
despite the gloomy economic
news and massive lay offs by
blue chipcompanies, peopleare
feverishly pouringmoney into
stocks and mutual funds. At
the the top - performing Twen-
tieth Centuryfunds, the phone
lines are constantly busy, and
scores of new phone lines are
being added. One may ask
what is the reason for all this
excitement? Most experts
By John Camaeho
In our -laet: issue Joh",·
Camacho introducedthe tlu!uJ.y
tIaot it might be economically
~neficia.l to legrdize drug..
TIWJ is the l!ecoM part oflaiB
thesis. ,
Another aspect of drug~
hibition is violence. According
to The Economist magazine,
America has the most heavily
armed urban populationin the
world. Because of territorial
disputes, among drug dealers
over specific markets, violence
in urban areas and some sub-
urban areas is increasing.
Drive-byshootingsarenot rare
in areas like Bedford-
StuyvesantandBushwick; nor
are they rare between rival
gangs in Chinatown and Little
Italy in Manhattan.
The taking of another
dealer's territory always re-
suIts in a violent confrontation
with at least one death. An-
otheraddition tothecrimetally
are those committed by the
drug users to support their
habits. Regardless, whether
drugs are dealt in big cities or
small towns, drog-related vio-
lence always exists.
In an article published by
Forbes magazine, dated June
1, 1987 (pp. 92-96), journalist
Mark Beauchamp, reports
about Humbolt County, Cali-
fomia, where seedless mari-
. juana (sirisemma) crops118ve
been planted for several years.
The Forbes article brings to
light, again, two common as-
pects ofthe drug trade: money
and violence. "Since 1983, the
Campaign Against Marijuana
Planting (CAMP), has spent















b. Fig Newton Brunch
c. Miles Davis
a. Baruch Education Dept Chairman
Donald McDonald
b. National Democratic Party Chairman
Ronald Brown
c. Hamburger Society Chairman
Ronald McDonald
a. Baruch President Matthew Gold Stein
b. Gty Council President Andrew Finkel Stein
c. Preservation Society President Frank N. Stein
"Michelangelo Virus."





observed the elite officers re- -
moving each slain students'
remnants in a "Zip Lock" style
bodybag. Police tried to make
an orderly clean-up of the de-
bade, but many witnesses re-
port.edseeingthestudents'guts
and intestines spilling out of
the bag. One of the cops was
seen sprayirigLysol "Palliative
Brand" Disinfectant at the
scene of-the devastation.
President Gold Stein,
through his press secretary,
convened a pressconference to
announce the tragedy and to
declare the latest issue of The
Tickler to be dedicated to the
memoryof'the slain. President
Gold Stein-in his requiem to
the deadand departedstudents
vociferously had his press sec-
retary say, "but the loss ofthe
students is nothing compared.
tothe lossofThe Tickler, which














Inside the desk drawers of
the office were found ten kilos
of Central America's finest
courtesy of a certain member
of the Day Session Stud Gov-
emmentnamedJuan Camaro.
Apparently, the two crazed
bunnies were 'gettin on' and
celebrating their triumph of
torture and death.
T~y was the second com-
ing of the St. Valentines Day
Massacre, only it happened in
April. Maybeit shouldbecalled
thealmostSt.EasterDayMas-
sacre. Whatever it is called,
"today is a day that will go
down in infamy at Baruch
College" said President Gold
Stein's press secretary.
The names and ages of the
slainstudentsarenotcurrently
being made available because
the families have not yet as of
press time, 3:45 in the after-
noon, been contacted. The
Baruch College register, which
holds the addresses and tele-
phone numbers of each bru-
tally murdered student has
apparentlybeen putoutofcom-
mission due to the
Dear Gabby Slanders: mean· Burke Br-ea.ssted-s know why she would, since she
.. Lam intexestedin "Clark~at.. . B.nJQ]JJ_c..OP,1J..1C.r:.,., .. .~. .... . .._'.' ._i.~~r~.9.Y. v~I.:>:.~~]U;ak~!l_care
our editorial office, but Lean DonotdeSpair•.Hehasstarted of: She makes. $87 .million,a .
learn nothing about his pri- a new strip Outhouse, but Bill month. But for some reason,'
vate life. Often when we goon the Cat seems to have lost both she is taking over everything.
an assignment together, he hismindandyours. You might Now I have become aware
would excuse himself, then appear in Trudy Garrau'ss that Parliament is planningto
scoop me. How can I get him Gooseberry. Ifyou can't get out tax my subjects while cutting
interested in me? - ofBill's body, you may have to back on social services. My
-Lois Paine mate with an alley cat. question is, how much money
Dear Ms. Rain: Dear Gabby Slanders: . would I save my subjects if I
Dump Clark! How can you My son has been mixed up in Just fired my press secretary?
thinkofformingarelationship some Black-and Tan business Sincerely,
with that sneak? It wouldn't and is about to be shot. My Mikhail ofthe Ivory Tower
surprise me a bit if he has a daughter is pregnant out of Dear Mjkha~
wife or two on the side. wedlock, and not by the man I'm surprised you have lim-
Dear Gabby Slanders: who wanted to marry her.' ited your scope to just your
I'm in a terrible bind. Berk Thingsare in aterrible state of press secretary. Most of the
Breadheadputmybrainin the chassis! fat in your nation is at the top,
body of Bill the Cat in Boom -Jeeter Lester not at the bottom. You might
Country, then discontinued Dear Mr. or Ms. Jester: want to start there. Let me
that comic strip. How do I get What do you mean by"chas- knowhowthingsworkout. P.S.
out of this limbo? sis"? Don't tell the press secretary
-D. Jrrump Dear Gabby Slanders, that you wrote this, or I might
P.S. My wife won't believe I'm I am the figurehead ofa small be fired.
in Bill'sbody. JustforthM, I'm nation (pop. 15,000). Although
divorcing her and marrying I have only been in power for a
OkraOakes, ormaybePrunella short time, I get the uneasy
Prunes, or shall it be...Skip it! feeling that my press secre-
Dear D. 1;'. Rump: You must tary is plotting a coup. I don't
New Course Offering:
-::. .. .....





By Stan "l'he Man" Ayatollah
April 6, 199211:55:13seconds.
At approximately 3:35 in the
afternoon on Friday March31,
twocrazedanonymousPersons
in Easter Bunny Suits simul-
·-----.:taneously bolted down the
doors ofT~ Tickler offices at
137 East 22rid St. and at 155
East 24th St~, and brutally
massacred thestaffofThe·Tick-
ler while they were celebrating
the completion of the latest
edition.
According to secret sources,
the twomaraudingmassacrers
timed their deadly attacks by
synchronizing their Dan
Quayle watches so as to eradi-
cate The Tickler staff at ex-
actly the same time.
A one-eyed witness described
the killing field as a gruesome
display ofbodies mutilated by
machetes. Detached arms and
legs dangled by nothing more
than tendons, arteries and
nerves. "It looked like a scene
from a modern-day 'Scarface'
movie," said another one-eyed
wi tness, "Therehas been noth-
ing as hideously brutal as this










With a 9-9 Record
By David A. Amir
On Tuesday April 7 the
Baruch Men's Volleyball team ,
will head into the CUNY tour-
nament. Baruchiscaringtheir
9-9 record into the tourney.
This season is a very dismal
for the. coach. Although·they
will finish the season with a
.500 record coach Stanley
Barbot has referred to the sea-
son as a losing season.
There are many reasons why
Baruch has not been .able to
rePeat the season theyhadlast
year when they compiled a
record of 19-8. One of those
reasons is the Coach's absence
from some games. Barbot says,
"I was sick in the beginning of
- - - -
t.he year ~4 I. was also very
busy with work," Other rea-
sons were the fact that some
players have night classes and
missed some matches. And, at
some matches Baruch arrived
just moments before a match
was to begin and just couldn't
do the job.
Yet with all the things that
happened this year there are
good things to talk about. The
fact that Baruch has five•freshman's isa plus. Also, there
are no seniors on the team.
Two freshman's that played
very well are Nanes Phanor
and Sanville Vernon. Phanor
is a very strong and tall ath-
lete. For Phanor, 95% of his
kills were successful.
Some ofthe losses were very
tough. Baruch lost two games
to Hunter. In one of the games
starter Rudy Heurtelou got
hurt in the second set and the
loss was very hard on Baruch.
Coach Barbot says, "Hunter
was a good loss. They (Baruch
players) played very hard."
Other tough losses were
against Lehman. Barbotadds
that," we should have won."
During the CUNY touma-
mentBaruchplanstoplayvery
hard. The coach says, "we are
getting ready. We realize that
this is for CUNY."
Coach Stanley 1s very
excitted on the fact that many
players are coming back. He
says, "next year w()n't be the
same." He adds, "I don't expect
to lose.·
The team will most probably
meatLehmaninthefirst round
ofthe play-offs. Coach Barbot
says, ·wewanttoplayLehman.
!They beat us twice and we re-
ally want to beat them."
players (.266·44-122-26 SB).
OF Dave Henderson and DH
Harold Baines had good years.
SPMike Moore (17-82.96ERA)
became the teams ace. RP
DennisEckersleyquietlysaved
43 games. .
Weakness - IB Mark
McGwire was terrible (.201-
22-75J.- Who plays 2B? SS
Wal{werss will be hurt in a
weeIb- OF Ricky Henderson
plays only when hefeels likeit.
He's not up for a new contract,
so don't expect to much. SP
BobWelch, 36, is ailingandSP
Dave Ste.wart, 35? may have .
lost it.
Rookies - RP Kevin Cambell
will hang around. Infielder
Scott Brosius will get some
time. RP Bruce Walton (1-1,
1.35 ERA ,20 saves at AAA)
will get a look,but wont budge
Eck.
Prediction - This team is on a
downfall. The lack of infield-
ers and SP can't be overcome
by the power and speed of a
few. There isa need for youth.
Sixth place. .
California Angels
Strength - The big three SP
Chuck Finley, Mark Langston
and Jim Abbott combined for
55 wins. RP Bryan Harvey
became the top gun in the
league. He nailed down 46
saves in 52 opportunities.
Weakness - The over the hill
gang. OF Hubie Brooks, 36,
Von Hayes, 34, bring more
questions than answers. Both
are coming off year long inju-
ries. C Lance Parrish, 36, hit
.211 last year. Whose on first,
second and snort? 3B Gary
Gaetti, 34, hasseenbe.tter days.
Rookies - 1B Lee Stevens
(.314-19-96 at AAA) will get
the job.
Prediction -~e pitching will
keep the team in games and
Harvey will finish all he gets,
but this team will be bed. No






keey them in therace. Tap~ the year.
will have-a ·big year as will Rookies - ClvanRodriguez's.
Mach. Second place. arm win make people forget
Seattle Mariners about Benito Santiago. 3B
Strength - The outfield ofJay Dean Palmerhit 37 home runs
Buhner, Ken GritTey Jr. and betweenAAAand the bigs last
Kevin Mitchell combined for year.
76homeruns. 1BPete O'Brien Prediction - The best offen-
quietly had a nice year (.248, sive attack in the majors can't
17, 88). 2B Harold Reynolds do it all, without a pitching
and 3B Ed Martinez are un- staff. Fourth place.
derrated. Kansas City Royals
Weakness - SP Randy John- Strength - OF Brian McRae
son has to get more consistent. wl11 be an All-Star this year.
In 201.1 innings he gave up Free agent 1B Wally Joyner
only 151 hits but he walked (.301-21-96) will be a nice ad-
152. Erik Hanson has to stay clition. SP Kevin Appier will
healthy as does RP Mike anchor the staff. RPJeffMont-
Schooler. Whose at short? gomery (33 saves) is top notch.
Rookies - 1B Tino Martinez Weakness - Any team that
(.326-17-88) at AAA will ease hasGreggJetreriesat3B,Keith
his way into the line up. Miller in LF and Kevin
Prediction - Kevin Mitchell McReynolds in RF, has some
can hit 50 horne runs in the problems. Whose at second?
Kingdome. Griffey, still only Whose at short? 40 year old
23, is ready for a career year. DH George Brett can't be ex-
Another quality starter would pected to do much. SP Mike
rhake them the team to beat. Boddicker and Mark Gubicza
Third place. combined for a 21-24 record
Texas Rangers and an ERA of 4.75.
Strength - Look no further Rookies - RP Mike Magante
than the batting cage. 2BJulio will have a spot. C Brent
Franco was awesome (.341-13- Mayne will get some playing
73-36 SB), OF Rubin Sierra time. .
(.307-25-116) and Juan Prediction - An inconsistent
Gonzales(.264-27-102)canripe staff, lack of a true clean-up
thecoverofftheb8.11. 1BRafael hitter and Jefferies in the in-
Palmeiro (.322-26-88) looked field are enough problems for'
like Don Mattingly did 5 years any team. Fifth place..
ago. Oakland Athletics
Weakness - Look no further Strength - OF Jose Canseco
than the pitching mound. SP is one of the best all around
Nolan Ryan is a fan favorite
but at times his age caught up
·to him. Last year he went on
the disabled list twice and
didn'tpitch 200innings. Kevin
Brown was' supposed to be a
star (9-12 4.40 ERA). I guess
not.Bobby Witt was a huge let.
down ashe wasinjured mostof
Ticker..
Jimmy Crespo maldng a·pllch durl·ng a recent game In Florida. Jose Rivera Is in thebaCkground.
Chicaso Whit;e Sox
.Strength - (IB) First
baseman Frank Thomas (.318, .
32 HR's, 109 RBI) is awesome.
(3B) Third baseman Robin
Ventura(.284, 23, 100)will only
getbetter. Newly acquired des-
ignatedhitter(DH)George Bell
will only make Thomas better.
(OF) Outfielder Tim Raines
and(2B)secondbaseman Steve
Sax win do a lot of scoring.
(SP) Starting pitcher Jack
McDo>wea established himself
as a tItar with 17 wins and 15
complete games. (RP) Relief
pitcner Bobby Thigpen had a
down year gaining only 30
savee..
Weakness - SPis a problem.
Charlie Hough, Greg Hibbard
andKirkMcCaskill don't scare
anyone. This will keep the
division open for anyone.
Rookies - SP Wilson Alverez
and Alex Fernandez have to
step forward for this team to
win it all.
Prediction - Similar to Texas,
plenty of bats but not enough
arms, First place.
Minaesota Twins
Strength - DB Chili Davis
(.277, 29, 93)found a home. (C)
Catcher Brian Harper and OF
ShaneMac:kand KirbyPuckett
surecanhit. SPScottErickson,
Kevin Tapani and newly ac-
quiredJohn Smiley canbe All-
Stars. RP Rick Aguilera (43
Saves) is one of the best.
Weakness - 3B Mike
Pagliaru1owon't winyoumany
games. IB Kent Hrbek never
seems to put up the type of
numbers you think he can.
Rookies - OF Pedro Munoz
has pop and speed. Leftfield
should be his, he's a good one.
SPWillie Banks may catch on.
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S Scalding, Simmering,Scrumptious, Smile
%e most erotic tlirillerofthe season
Directed By Sharon's Stoned Too
Staffing Kevin Crestosterone
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Starring Jean LaCarre and Leon Spinks
Co~ratorPictures Presents An Oliver's Stoned Film
Starring Lenny Jeffriestein and His Merry Men
Rob 'N The Hood
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Featuring music by:
The Cars (Drive)
Phil Collins (Take Me Home)
and
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